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JURISDICTION OF THE COURT
This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78A-4103(2)(h).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
1.

Whether Rule 15 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure applies to
adoption proceedings?
Standard of Review: Interpretation of civil procedure rule is a legal question
reviewed for correctness. Goldberg v. Jay Timmons & Assosc, 896 P.2d
1241, 1242 (Utah Ct. App. 1995).

2

Whether a putative father's due process rights are violated if there is no
opportunity for postconsent amendments or corrections in his pleadings?
Standard of Review: Questions of constitutional law and statutory
interpretation are reviewed for correctness. H.U.F. v W.P.E., 203 P.3d 943
(2009).

3.

Whether the Trial Court erred in denying Marco Donjuan's motion to
change venue and stay proceedings.
Standard of Review A District Court's interpretation of a statute is reviewed
for correctness. A district court's findings of fact are reviewed under a
clearly erroneous standard. H.U.F. v. W.P.E.,203 P.3d 943 (2009).

3

4.

Whethei Utah Code Ann. §78b-6-121(3) is unconstitutional because in
essence, it negates giving Full Faith and Credit to paternity actions initiated
outside of the State of Utah?
Standard of Review A District Court's interpretation of a statute is reviewed
for correctness. A district court's findings of fact are reviewed under a
clearly erroneous standard. H.U.F. v. W.P.E., 203 P.3d 943 (2009).

DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL OR STATUTORY PROVISIONS
U.S. CONST, amend. XIV, § 1. as follows,
All persons born or naturalized in the United States and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall
make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor snail any State
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws".
U.S. CONST, art. IV § 1 as follows,
"Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the
public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other
State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the
Manner in which such Acts, Records, and Proceedings shall
be proved, and the Effect thereof."

UTAH CONST., art. I § 7 as follows,
"No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property,
without due process of law."
4

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This is an appeal from a paternity action initiated by the father of the child, Marco
A. Donjuan, hereinafter referred to as "Father" against Gabnelle McDermott, herein after
referred to as 'Mother" concerning their one (1) minor daughter, born July 31, 2009.
On May 19, 2009, Father filed a paternity action in Forsyth County, State of
Georgia where both parties were residents (R. 104-107). On May 21,2009, Mother was
served with the Petition to Legitimate and For Custody and Child Support, Financial
Affidavit and Child Support Worksheet (R. 131).
On or about June 22, 2009 Mother filed Motion to Dismiss the Petition to
Legitimate and For Custody or the basis Father's Petition was filedpre-birth (R. 133138 j. Father filed a Response to Mother's Motion to Dismiss Petition to Legitimate and
for Custody and Child Support (R. 140-146). The Georgia Court held a Hearing on July
9,2009 at 9:00 a.m. and ruled the Father's Petition as for as Legitimation was dismissed,
however, with regard to Father's paternity claim, the mater was stayed until the birth of
the child (R. 148-149).
On July 28,2009 Father initiated proceedings in the State of Utah, Box Elder
County District Court, supplementing his efforts in Georgia to establish paternity of his
child (R. 3-6). Notice of Commencement of Paternity Proceeding was filed with the state
registrar of vital statistics within the Department of Health on July 29,2009 (R. 156). A
baby girl was born on July 31,2009 at 10:51 a.m. (R. 165). On August 11,2009, prior to
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the Mother being served with the Petition to Establish Paternity, Father filed an Amended
Petition to Establish Paternity which Father signed before a notary public (9-14).
Mother was served with Father's Amended Petition to Establish Paternity on
August 29, 2009 (R. 16). On September 18, 2009, Mother filed a Motion and
Memorandum to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or for Summary Judgment pursuant
to Rule 7(d) of Utah Rules of Civil Procedure (R. 17-63). On October 8, 2009, Father
filed Petitioner's Objection to Respondent's Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a
Claim or For Summary Judgment (R. 77-174).
Also on October 8,2009, Father filed a Motion to Change Venue and Motion to
Stay Decision on Mother's Motion and Memorandum to Dismiss for Failure to State a
Claim or Summary Judgment (R. 175-183). On November 17, 2009, the Box Elder
District Court entered a Memorandum Decision denying Father's request for change of
venue (R. 269-271). Thereafter, on December 3, 2009, the Trial Court issued a final
order entitled Memorandum Decision and Order granting Mother's Motion to Dismiss for
Failure to State a Claim or for Summary Judgment and dismissed Father's paternity action
(R. 274-277). Father filed Notice of Appeal on January 4, 2010. (R. 278-279).
BACKGROUND
Mother and Father maintained an intimate relationship one with another in the
State of Georgia and a child was conceived (R. 9). Father has at all times desired to parent
and raise his child and this has been known to Mother (R. 9-14; 104-107). Father went to
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doctor visits with the Mother (R. 140). Father offered to pay and did pay a fair and
reasonable amount of expenses incurred with Mother's pregnancy and is willing and
ready to pay for expenses incurred in connection with the birth of his child (R. 9-14; 87102; 104-107). Specifically, Father paid the following for pregnancy related medical
expenses for the mother (R. 87-102):
a.

1/8/09

$150.00

b.

1/29/09

$270.00

c.

3/6/09

$340.00

d.

3/24/09

$300.00

e.

5/14/09

$902.72

Father also sen! money to Mother to assist with other costs associated with their
pregnancy and the anticipated birth of their daughter as follows (R. 87-102):
a.

6/11/09

$200.00

b.

6/25/09

$150.00

c.

7/3/09

$150.00

After July 3,2009 Father has maintained an account wherein he regularly deposits
money for the support of his child (R. 101-102).
Late in the pregnancy, Mother and Mother's family notified Father that his help
was not needed with regard to his unborn child and failed to provide him with any
information about further doctor appointments or the status of the pregnancy (R. 140).
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Father notified Mother he did not want to place their child up for adoption and that he
would prefer to have custody of their child (R. 140).
On May 19, 2009, Father filed a paternity action in Forsyth County, State of
Georgia where both parties were residents (R. 104-107). As part of the paternity filing a
Domestic Relations Action Standing Order was filed and in Paragraph Two (2) of said
order it states, "DO NOT REMOVE CHILDREN- Each party is hereby enjoined and
restrained from unilaterally causing or permitting the minor child(ren) of the parties to be
removed from the jurisdiction of this Court without permission of the Court, except in an
emergency affecting the health, safety, or welfare of the child(ren) which has been
created by the other party to this action." (R. 124-127). On May 21,2009, Mother was
served with the Petition to Legitimate and For Custody and Child Support, Financial
Affidavit, Child Support Worksheet and Domestic Relations Action Standing Order (R.
131).
On or about June 22, 2009 Mother filed Motion to Dismiss the Petition to
Legitimate and For Custody on the basis Father's Petition'was filed pre-birth (R. 133138). Father filed a Response to Mother's Motion to Dismiss Petition to Legitimate and
for Custody and Child Support (R. 140-146). The Georgia Court held a Hearing on July
9, 2009 at 9:00 a.m. and ruled the Father's Petition as for as Legitimation was dismissed,
however, with regard to Father's paternity claim, the mater was stayed until the birth of
the child (R. 148-149),
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On or about Tuly 9,2009, Father received a Letter from a Utah attorney, Larry S
Jenkins, which stated Mother was going to place their daughter for adoption m Utah and
Mother was going to relocate to Utah (R 185) Mother removed the minor child from the
jurisdiction of the Superior Court of Forsyth County, State of Georgia, without
permission of the Court despite the Domestic Relations Action Standing Order which she
was served with on May 21,2009 Father had no knowledge of where Mother was
staying m Utah (R 179) On July 28,2009, Father filed a second paternity action m the
State of Utah (R 158) On July 29,2009, prior to the birth of the minor child, Notice of
Commencement of Paternity Proceeding was filed with the Utah State Registrar of Vital
Statistics within the Department of Health, thereby providing notice of Father's assertion
orDatemit\ tc anT md1 vidua! o~ entitv involved in the possible adoptior orJiis minor
cmld (R 156)
Father was unaware at the time of filing the Utah paternity action wiiat county the
Mother was staying (R 179) Thereafter, Father learned Mother may be residing with a
brother by the name of Jeremy Roberts who may have resided m Salt Lake County, State
of Utah (R 179) On August 4, 2009, service of the Utah Paternity action was attempted
at an address m Taylorsville, Utah, however, that was not the residence of Mother's
brother (R. 187)
On August 11,2009, prior to the Mother being served, Father filed an Amended
Petition to Establish Paternity (R 9-14) A different address was located for a Jeremy
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Roberts m Draper, Utah (R 179) On August 29, 2009 m Salt Lake County, State of Utah,
service was accomplished upon the Mothei of the Utah paternity action (R 189) On
Septembei 18, 2009, Mothei, m the paternity action, filed a Motion and Memorandum to
Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or foi Summary Judgment pursuant to Rule 7(d) of
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure (R 17-63)
On Octobei 8, 2009, Fathei, the paternity action, filed Petitioner's Objection to
Respondent's Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or For Summary Judgment
(R 77-174) Also on October 8,2009, Father, m the paternity/ action, filed a Motion to
Change Venue and Motion to Stay Decision on Mother's Motion and Memorandum to
Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or Summary Judgment (R 175-183)
On November 17, 2009, the Box Elder District Court entered a Memorandum
Decision denying Pathei's request for change of venue (R 269-271) Thereafter, on
December 3,2009, the Trial Court issued a final order entitled Memorandum Decision
and Order granting Mother's Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or for
Summary Judgment and dismissed Father's paternity action (R 274-277) Father filed
Notice of Appeal on January/ 4, 2010 (R 278-279)
Adoption proceeding filed in Third Judicial District Court, Salt Lake County,
State of Utah Case No 092900321
On August 7, 2009, counsel for Father received Notice of Adoption Proceeding (R
191) On Septembei 4, 2009, Father filed a Motion and Memorandum to Dismiss
Adoption Petition and Motion for Immediate Custody m the adoption matter filed m Salt
10

Lake County, State of Utah, Case No. 0929000321. On or about September 24, 2009, the
Petitioners in the adoption matter, through counsel, David J. Hardy, filed Objection to
Motion to Dismiss Adoption Petition and Motion for Immediate Custody and Motion to
Stay. On December 17,2009 Petitioner's in the adoption proceeding filed an additional
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Adoption Petitioner and Motion for
Immediate Custody. On or about January 22,2010, Father filed a Motion and
Memorandum to Stay Adoption (Alternative Relief) on the basis an appeal had been filed
in the paternity action. On March 19,2010, the Honorable Anthony Quinn presiding over
the adoption proceeding stayed farther proceedings pending the resolution of the instant
appeal.
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS
The Trial Court erred in concluding Father did not comply with the requirements
of Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-121. The Utah Rules of Civil Procedure apply to adoption
proceedings. Rule 15 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure provides for amendment of
pleadings and relation back of an amendment.
In the instant case, prior to the Mother giving consent, the Father filed a Utah
Paternity action and registered it with the Utah Department of Health, Office of Vital
Records and Statistics thereby placing any mdividual(s) or entity(ies) involved in an
attempt to adopt the parties minor child on notice of Father's desire to raise his daughter
and his objection to an adoption (R. 9-14). Father's actions in Utah are in addition to
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actions he took in his home state wherein he commenced and served upon Mother a
Petition to Establish Paternity prior to the birth of his child (R. 131). The Father filed an
Amended Petition to Establish Paternity prior to a responsive pleading being served by
the Mother (R. 9-14). The relation back doctrine found in Rule 15(c) of the Utah Rules of
Civil Procedure provides the amended pleading relates back to the date of the original
filing. M.D. complied with the requirements of Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-121.
Requiring strict compliance with the affidavit requirement of Utah Code Ann. §
78b-6-121(3), with no opportunity for amendment or correction violates the due process
clause of the U.S. Constitution and Utah Constitution. The affidavit requirement of Utah
Code Ann. § 78b-6-121(3) and its sub-parts has not yet been determined by the Utah
Supreme Court to pass constitutional muster. The purpose of Utah Code Ann. § 78b~6121 is accomplished by providing notice by the filing of a paternity action and registration
with the registrar of vital statistics prior to the consent of the mother. The affidavit
requirements serves no "beneficial purpose and in effect, "divests unmarried biological
fathers the right to raise their children for substantive 'technicalities' that has not yet been
adequately defined." In re adoption of Baby Boy Doe, 2008 UT app 449, ^ 9 (Davis, J.,
concurring),
The trial court erred in failing to change venue and stay proceedings in the
paternity action. Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-110(3)(b), when an unmarried biological
father does not know the count)/ in which the birth mother resides, he may initiate his
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action an any county, subject to a change in trial pursuant to Section 7SB-3-307. Utah
Code Ann. § 78B-3-307(l)(b) states an action shall be tried m the county
in which any defendant resides at the commencement of the action. Utah Code Ann. §
78B-3-307(4) further states if the defendant is about to depart from the state, the action
may be tried in any county where any of the parties have been served.
In this matter, the Mother was served in Salt Lake County and staying there with
her brother at the commencement of the paternity action (R. 16). In addition, the
convenience of witnesses and the ends of justice would have been promoted by the
change of venue to Salt Lake County because the adoption Petition was filed in the Third
District Court, Salt Lake County, State of Utah and the Mother was served in Salt Lake
Count}/ and the minor child at issue m the paternity and adoption matter was bom in Salt
Lake County, State of Utah.
Venue was no longer proper in the First District Court, Box Elder County, State of
Utah and the convenience of witness and the promotion of the ends of justice required the
paternity matter be transferred to the Third District Court of Salt Lake County, State of
Utah.
The Pull Faith and Credit Clause of the United States Constitution, art. IV § 1 as
follows,
"Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the
public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other
State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the
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Manner m which such Acts, Records, and Proceedings shall
be proved, and the Effect thereof "
"Pursuant to the United States Constitution, 'Full Faith and Credit shall be given m
each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other State
Mori vMon, 931 P.2d 854, 856 (Utah 1997) In particular, full faith and credit will be
given to a declaration of paternity effective m another state if the declaration or denial has
been signed and is otherwise m compliance with the law of the other state Utah Code
Ann §78B-15-310
In the instant mattei, a paternity action was filed in the State of Georgia and served
upon the Mother including an order that the child(ren) not be removed from the
jurisdiction of the court without court permission (R 124-127) The impact of
implementing Utah Code Ann § 78B-6-121(3) m situations where out of state fathers
have initiated paternity proceedmgsxpnor^thebirth oMieir child is to ignore all efforts
made by a father unless it is done m Utah thereby failing to give full faith and credit to
out of state proceedings as afforded under the United States Constitution
ARGUMENTS
I

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING M.D. BID NOT
COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF UTAH CODE ANN. §
78B-6-121.

The Fathei m this action complied with the requirements of Utah Code Ann §
78B-6-121

Fathei, initiated a Utah paternity proceeding on July 28, 2009 and registered

the same with the State ofUtah on July 29, 2009 The child at issue was born on July 31,
14

2009. The consent of the Mother could not have taken place any sooner than August 1,
2009. On or about August 10, 2009, Father filed a Amended Petition to Establish
Paternity which was signed before a notary.
Pursuant to Rule 15(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, party may amend his
pleading once as a matter of course at any time before a responsive pleading is served.
The amendment relates back to the date of the original pleading whenever the claim
asserted in the amended pleading arose out of the conduct or occurrence set forth or
attempted to be set forth in the original pleadings. Rule 15(c) of Utah R. of Civ. Pro.
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, specifically, Rule 15, apply to adoption matters.
Rule 1 (a) of Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states,
"Scope of rules. These rules shall govern the procedure in the
courts of the state of Utah in any actions, suits, and
proceedings of a civil nature, whether cognizable at law or in
equity, and in the special statutory proceedings... " Rule 1(a)
of Utah R of Civ. Pro. Emphasis added.
Further, Rule 81(a) of Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states,
"These rules shall apply to all special statutoryproceedings..."
Rule 81(a) of Utah R of Civ. Pro.
Adoptions are considered civil proceedings. See Cover Sheet for Civil Filing
Actions filed herewith as Attachment No. 16 on Addendum.
Moreover, the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure have been implicitly accepted for
use in Utah adoption cases. Theile v. Anderson, 975 P.2d 481 (Utah App 1999).
15

The Supreme Court of Utah has applied the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure to adoption
proceedings Thurwald vA.E., \ 63 P.3d 623 (Utah 2007)
The states compelling interest to identify M.D as a person who will assume a
parental role ovoi a newborn illegitimate child was accomplished with the Father's
paternity filing of July 28,2009 and registration with the State of Utah on July 29, 2009
as the Petitioners m the adoption proceeding reference their knowledge of the Father's
paternity filing m then Notice of Adoption (R 191-194).
The Court of Appeals has previously stated "to deprive both [unwed father] and
[the child] of the possible benefits of their relationship simply because [the unwed father]
filed his notice just a few hours after [the mother] filed [her] petition for adoption....
[flies] m the fact of fundamental fairness and due process." In re K.B.E., 740 P.2d 292,
296 (Utah App 1987) This is a situation liken to that m In re K.B.E because the
purpose of the statute, § 78B-6-121, was accomplished by speedily placing the state on
notice of Father's desire to raise his child.
The Fathei has complied with Utah Code Ann § 78B-6-121 due to Rule 15 of the
Utah Rules of Civil Piocedure being applicable to adoption proceedings pursuant to
adherence of fundamental fairness and due process.
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II.

REQUIRING STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE AFFIDAVIT
REQUIREMENT OF UTAH CODE ANN. § 78b-6-121(3), WITH NO
OPPORTUNITY FOR AMENDMENT OR CORRECTION
VIOLATES THE DUE PROCESS CLAUSE OF THE U.S. AND
UTAH CONSTITUTION.

Requiring strict compliance with the affidavit requirement of Utah Code Ann. §
7'8b-6~l-2f (3");-wrth no opportunity for amendment or correction violates the due process
clause of the U.S. Constitution and Utah Constitution. The affidavit requirement of Utah
Code Ann. § 78b-6-121(3) and its sub-parts has not yet been determined by the Utah
Supreme Court to pass constitutional muster. The purpose of Utah Code Ann. § 78b-6121 is to provide notice, prior to the consent of the mother, to the state any party
attempting to adopt a child that a father has filed a paternity action asserting a claim
toward the minor child(ren). The affidavit requirements serves no beneficial purpose and
in effect, '"divests unmarried biological fathers the ngnt to raise their children for
substantive 'technicalities' that has not yet been adequately defined." In re adoption of
Baby Boy Doe, 2008 UT app 449/^f 9 (Davis, 1, concurring).
Moreover, in Wells v. Children's Aid Society of Utah, 681 P.2d 199 (Utah 1984)
the Utah Supreme Court applied a due process analysis under the Utah Constitution to
give greater protection to the rights of unwed fathers of newborns and described an
unwed father's opportunity interest in developing a relationship with his newborn as a
"provisional right" that itself is protected by the due process clause of the Utah
Constitution. Id at 206.
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Here, the state and the prospective adoptive parents were placed on notice of
Fathei's desire to parent his child and his objection to an adoption (R 191-194) The goal
of the statute was accomplished and disallowing Father to amend his pleadings violates
the due process clause of the United States Constitution and the Constitution of Utah
III.

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO CHANGETENUE
AND STAY PROCEEDINGS IN THE PATERNITY ACTION.

Pursuant to Utah Code Ann § 78B-6-110(3)(b), when an unmarried biological
father does not know the county m which the birth mother resides, he may initiate his
action an any county, subject to a change in trial pursuant to Section 78B-3-307

Here, it

was permissible foi Petitioner to file his paternity proceeding m the First District Court,
Box Eldei County, State of Utah as he did not know where Respondent was staying in
Utah The letter from Larry S Jenkins does not disclose the particulars of Respondent's
whereabouts (R 185)
When the county designated m the complaint is not the proper county, a Court,
upon motion may change the place of trial Utah Code Ann § 78B-3-309. Box Elder
County is not the propei county for this matter to be tried, although it was permissive
pursuant to Utah Code Ann § 78B-6-110(3)(6) for Petitioner to file in any county m the
state of Utah subject to a change in trial
Moieovei, Utah Code Ann § 78B-3-307(l)(b) states an action shall be tried m the
county m which any defendant resides at the commencement of the action Utah Code
Ann § 78B-3-307(4) furthei states if the defendant is about to depart from the state, the
18

action may be tried m any county where any of the parties have been served.
In this matter, Mother was served m Salt Lake County and it is unknown if has
or will departed from the state, however considering she was a resident of Georgia prior
to her giving birth to the parties' minor child it is likely she may have departed or will
depart from the State of Utah. Further, the Mother was staying in Salt Lake County at the
commencement of the instant paternity action as she gave birth to their daughter at the
LDS hospital in Salt Lake City on July 31,2009 just days after the paternity filing on
July 28, 2009.
Therefore, the Trial Court erred in denying Father's Motion to Change Venue and
Stay Proceeding.
IV.

UTAH CODE ANN. §78B-6-121 (3) IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE IN
ESSENCE, IT NEGATES GIVING FULL FAITH AND CREDIT TO
PATERNITY ACTIONS INITIATED OUTSIDE OF TKE STATE OF UTAH

Appellant asserts the grounds for addressing the issue of constitutionality of Utah
Code Ann. § 78B-6-121(3) are the fact the issue of Appellant's out of state proceeding in
Georgia was made known to the Trial Court from in Appellant's Objection to Mother's
Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or for Summary Judgment (R. 77-194).
Specifically, Father alleged he had complied with the most stringent and complete
Tequirements of his home state, Georgia, prior to the birth of his minor child and therefore
Father's consent was mandated (R. 82- 84).
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The Trial Court failed to address or give any deference to the Father for his
out of state proceeding, despite the fact there was an order precluding Mother from talcing
the child out of the jurisdiction of the Georgia Court without written permission, pursuant
to the Standing Domestic Relations Order (R. 124-127).
The Full Faith and Credit Clause of the United States Constitution, art. IV § 1 as
follows,
"Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the
public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other
State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the
Manner in which such Acts, Records, and Proceedings shall
be proved, and the Effect thereof'5
"Pursuant to the United States Constitution, cFull Faith and Credit shall be given in
each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other State.
Mori vMori 931 P.2d 854, 856 (Utah 1997). In particular, full faith and credit will be
.given to. a declar-ation.of patemityneffective in another state if the-deolaration or denial has
been signed and is otherwise in compliance with the law of the other state. Utah Code
Ann. §78B-15-310.
In the instant matter, a paternity action was filed on May 19, 2009 in the State of
Georgia and served upon the Mother on May 21, 2009, including an order that the
child(ren) not be removed from the jurisdiction of the court without court permission (R.
104429; R131). The impact of implementing Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-121(3) in
situations where out of state fathers have initiated paternity7 proceedings prior to the birth
of their child is to ignore all efforts made by a father unless it is done in Utah thereby
20

failing to give full faith and credit to out of state proceedings as afforded under the United
States Constitution.
CONCLUSION
The Trial Court erred in concluding M.D. failed to comply with Utah Code Ann.
§ 78B-6-121 and the failure to apply Rule 15 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
Further, the due process rights of M.D. have been violated because the Court has failed to
recognize his Amended Petition to Establish Paternity despite the fact M.D.'s initial
paternity filing accomplished the intent of the legislature. Lastly, the Court should find
Utah Code Ann § 78B-6-121 unconstitutional as it fails to give full faith and credit to out
of state proceedings.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, this 24* day of Mav^WQ,
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ADDENDUM
Attachment No. 1: Pregnancy related medical expenses paid by Father
Attachment No. 2; Other costs associated with pregnancy paid by Father
Attachment No. 3: Account Statement evidencing deposits of money by
Father for minor child
Attachment No. 4: (Georgia) Petition to Legitimate and for Custody and
Child Support
Attachment No. 5: Sheriff s Entry of Service dated May 21,2009
Attachment No. 6: Mother's Motion to Dismiss Georgia Petition to
Legitimate and For Custody
Attachment No. 7: Father5 s Response to Motion to Dismiss Petition
Attachment No. 8: Order on Motion to Dismiss
Attachment No. 9: (Utah) Petition to Establish Paternity
Attachment No. 10: Notice of Commencement of Paternity Action
Attachment No. 11: (Utah) Amended Petition to Establish Paternity
Attachment No. 12: Letter from Mother to Father
Attachment No. 13: Proof of Service
Attachment No. 14: Memorandum Decision dated November 17, 2009
(Denying Motion to Change Venue and Motion to
Stay)
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Attachment No. 15: Memorandum Decision and Order dated December 3,
2009.
Attachment No. 16: Cover Sheet for Civil Filing Actions
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ta Women's Heaizn
•x 468329
.ta, GA 31146
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BILLING DATE: 05/21/09

GABRIELLE MCDERMOTT
6245 GLENBROOK DR
CUMMING GA 3 0 028

;ILL TO:

'

POS

MCDERMOTT

PROC

r
09
'09
'09
'09

87491
87591
88175

'09
'09

87184
87086

/0.9

3.6,415
86703
87184
87086
80055

/09
/09
/09
/09

PAGE:

NORTHSIDE NORTHPOINT

IOCATION:

AMOUNT DUE :

GABRIELLE

0.00

CHART #: AW262073

DESCRIPTION
G MCDERMOTT
SABRINA D HARRISON MD
CHL/GC PROBLE W/AMPLI
INFECT ANTIGEN, NUCLEIC CHLAYMD
INFECT ANTIGEN, NUCLEIC, NEISSE
IMAGE GUIDED PAP W/RFLX
G MCDERMOTT
SABRINA D HARRISON MD
SENSITIVITY ORGANISM #1
URINE CULTURE, ROUTINE
G MCDERMOTT
SABRINA D HARRISON MD
ROUTINE VM?IRUN.CT,UEE TO COLLECT
HIV AB, PRELIM TEST/CONFIRM
SENSITIVITY ORGANISM #1
URINE CULTURE, ROUTINE
OBSTETRIC PANEL
G MCDERMOTT
BRET C LEWIS MD
ROUTINE VENIPUNCTURE TO COLLECT

CHARGES

CREDITS

0. 00
125.00
125.00
70.00

BALANCE

0 .00
125 .00
250 . 00
320.00

80. 00
51.25

400.00
451.25

12 . 00
45 . 00
80.00
51.25
150.00

4 6.3 .25
508.25
588.25
639.50
789.50

12.00
/09
36415
/09
86762
50.00
I 51,50
ELLA ANTIBODIES, IGG
51 .25
URINE CULTURE, ROUTINE
/09
87086
VISA/MASTECARD PAYMENT, THANK YOU
/09
J09~
SMALL BALANCE WRITE OFF

801.50

902.72- __
0 . 03-

902.75
0 . 03
0 . 00

K 4
PA

68329

GA

SS SERVICE

31146

8507b
5392M
FR24

to
943-0205,
M-F
Bam.in.
Thank
you.
Please include Security Code From Back Of Card

|

1

CHECK CARD USING FOR PAYMENT

REQUESTED

©J'!

MASTERCARD

2 3

VISA

CARD NUMBER

EXP DATE

(CARDHOLDER NAME

SECURITY CODE

SIGNATURE

AMOUNT

REMIT TO

PEACHTREE WOMEN'S CLINIC, 2LLC
PO BOX 468329
• r^ya..- ATLANTA GA
31146-8329

1 122^^
001 CHECHb
ELLE MCDERMOTT
GLENBROOK DR
NG GA 30028

Ffflr.

MI....II., ,11, l.,!.ll..!..l,.ill...i.li.!«,. .I.ll.i., ..1.11
PLEASE RETURN THIS P O R T I O N W I T H

one Number
343-0205

^

Slalemenl Dale

^*

04/23/09

Y^

Your Account Number

AW2 62 07 3

Patient Balance

Page No.

SHOW A M O U N T
PAID H E R E
S.

902 . 7 5

01

PAYMENT

CHARGES APPEARING ON THIS STATEMENT ARE NOT INCLUDED ON ANY HOSPITAL BILL OR STATEMENT
PROVIDED
NAME

£XPLANOTON OF ACTIVITY

WTIEWTWAWIE

ANDUEBITS

G MCDERMOTT
L R R I S O N MD CB.L/GC PROBLE W/AMPLI
INFECT ANTIGEN, NUCLEIC CHLAYMDIA TRACK,
INFECT ANTIGEN, NUCLEIC, NEISSERIA GON,
IMAGE GUIDED PAP W/RFLX
P R I S O N MD SENSITIVITY ORGANISM "#1
G MCDERMOTT
URINE CULTURE, ROUTINE
P R I S O N MD ROUTINE VENIPUNCTURE TO COLLECT SPECI G MCDERMOTT
HIV AB, PRELIM TEST/CONFIRM
SENSITIVITY ORGANISM #1
URINE CULTURE, ROUTINE
OBSTETRIC PANEL
EWIS M D _
ROUTINE VENIPUNCTURE ^0.>SQfe&RSS^fisfiSft.-G MCDERMOTT
RUBELLA ANTIBODIES, IGG
URINE CULTURE, ROUTINE

<AND CREDITS

BALANCE

125.00
12 5.0 0
70.00
80.00
51.25
12.0.0
45.00
80.00
51.2.5
150.00
12,nQiG,
50 .00
51.25

125.001
25 0. 0C§
32 0.0(1
4 0 0. Ocf

4 5i.;2i
4 6 3.25f
5 08.2.^
588.2$

63 9/5(1
7 89.50

851.50
9 02 .7 5

LAB TEST BILLED SEPARATE FROM YOUR OFFICE VISIT.
PLEASE DIRECT QUESTIONS TO PHYTEST (404) 943-0205.
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER WHEN CALLING OUR OFFICE:

04/23/09
NT

3 0 - 6 0 DAYS

6 0 - 9 0 DAYS

469.50

320.00

3.25

> 90 DAYS

TOTAL

INS

AW2 62 07 3
PENDING

9 02.7 5

RIES / PAYMENTS TO:

^HTREE WOMEN'S CLINIC, 2LLC
IOX 4 6 8 3 2 9
^^a
GA 31146

(404) 943-0205
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT PROMPLTY.
I F YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS

0 . 00

PATIENT BALANCE
PAY THIS AMOUNT

902.75

Consolidated

Statement

03

5 7

flHflH-' - "

006 30

SAFEKEP'J

Replacement

Statement

4/29/2009
Free Student
Othei

thru

5/27/2009

Checking

Withdrawals

and Service

Fees

continued

Date

Amount

5/12

7,79

5/13

2 6.94

5/14

1,000.00

PURCHASE
BANKS AND STUBBS L
05/13
4828553382350
CUMMING
GP 0 0 1 5 V 2 7 1 6 1 3

200905130933000

5/15

9.31

PURCHASE
STARBUCKS USA 0000
05/13
4820553382350
ALPHARETTA
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 9 3 5 5 4

200905131050000

5/15

50.00

PURCHASE
BELLSOUTH
4828553382350
800-3563049

05/14
GA 0 0 1 5 Z 2 9 0 0 0 5

200905141443000

5/15

80.00

WITHDRAWAL
WEST MAPLE STREET
05/15
106 K MAPLE ST
CUMMING
GA 0 0 1 5 W 0 0 0 9 9 7

200905151005160

5/15

560.59

PURCHASE
ATT* BILL PAYMENT
05/14
4828553382350
8 0 0 - 9 4 5 - 6 5 0 0 TX 0 0 1 5 Z 2 7 0 0 0 5

200905142249000

5/15

902.72

PURCHASE
NORTHSIDE NORTHPOI
05/14
48285533S2350
40^-9430205
GA O 0 1 5 V 2 2 1 6 1 3

200905141037000

*

Description
PURCHASE
GREAT WRAPS | | 4 5
4B2B5533B2350
ALPHARETTA
PURCHASE
ALPHARETTA

05/11
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 2 0 1 0 0

200905111033000

05/12

PUBLI}; 4 900 HWY 9 N
GA 0 0 1 5 1 9 0 1 3 1 8

200905121755400

5/18

0.00

INQUIRY

5/18

8.00

PURCHASE
CUMMING

5/18

10.69

PURCHASE
BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO
05/14
4828553382350
CUMMING
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 2 0 7 2 0

200905142113000

5/18

10.82

PURCHASE
CH1CK-FIL-A # 0 0 8 1 8
05/15
4828553382350
CUMMING
GP 0015V287100

200905150746000

5/18

20.00

PURCHASE
SPORT CLIPS GA-114
05/15
4828553382350
CUMMING
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 7 1 1 6 7

200905150156000

5/18

25.08

PURCHASE
MARATHON O I L 1 0 7 0 2
05/15
•48285533 823-50
CUMMING
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 5 7 6 1 7

200905151107000

5/18

52.15

PURCHASE
TED'S MONTANA GRIL
05/15
4828553382350
CUMMING
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 8 2 0 0 6

200905151243000

5/18

200.47

PURCHASE
SCANA ENERGY
4828553382350
800-967-9649

05/16
SC 0 0 1 5 V 2 5 0 0 0 8

200905160651000

5/19

25.01

PURCHASE
MARATHON O I L 107 02
05/10
4828553382350
CUMMING
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 1 7 6 4 6

200905181542000

5/21

1 . 95

PURCHASE
CUMMING

WEST FORSYTH FUE
GA 0 0 1 5 1 3 8 6 4 0 4

05/20

200905201557330

5/21

5.02

PURCHASE
CUMMING

SOU BLOCKBUSTER VID5322
GA 00151998282

05/20

200905201929330

5/22

10.00

Othei

Witnarav/als

12416 CUMMING HWY

0015-003845

200905171B27500

KROGER 2 3 2 5 BETHELV RD 0 5 / 1 5
GA 0 0 1 5 1 3 2 0 4 4 2

200905151347170

PURCHASE
MARATHON OIL 107 02
05/21
40285533B2350
CUMMING
GA 0015V277604

and S e r v i c e

WACHOVIA BANK, N.A. ,

Fees continued

CUMMING

on n e x t

20090521003BOOO

page

page 3 of 6

Consolidated
02

Statement

4MMMP5527:'

006

SAPEKEPT

30

Replacement

Statement

12/27/2008 tjiru 1/28/2009
Free Student, Checking
Account
Account

number
owner(B)

Account

Summary

|55272
M A R H 7 T DONJUAN

Opening balance 12/27

$652.49

Deposits and other credits

3,750.00

Otiher withdrawals and service £ees

3,431.60

Closing balance 1/26

$970.09

Deposits and Other Credits
Date

Amount

Description

1/05

350.00

COUNTER DEPOSIT

000006814918653

1/12

3,000.00

DEPOSIT
PALMER STREET REMOTE
01/12^04 93
28 EAST PALMER ST FRANKLIN
NC 0015W0063 94

200901121537410

1/27

400.00

COUNTER DEPOSIT

000006818917847

Total

$3,750.00

Otner Withdrawals and Service Fees
Date
12/29

12/31

1/02

1/02

48 48

Description
PURCHASE
TM MUSEUM TICKETS
4828553382350
MUSEUMTIX . CO NT

12/2e
0015V22OOO8

200812281550000

12/30

200812301454000

SHELL SERVICE STATION
GA 0015179823''

2 . 04

PURCHASE
ROSWELL

4.80

PURCHASE
ATLANTA BREAD COMP
12/30
4828553382350
CUMMING
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 3 6 7 0 3

200812300511000

PURCHASE
REI
4828553382350

20081231034-0000

137.62

DIRECT SALES K
12/31
800-4264840
WA 0 0 1 5 Z 2 4 6 9 0 0

1/06

4.38

1/08

6.75

PURCHASE
CUMMING

5.62

PURCHASE
CHICK- F I L - A # 0 2 2 4 2
4B2B553382350
CUMMING
GA

01/07
0015V217100

200901070933000

150.00

PURCHASE
PEACHTREE WOMEN' S
4020553382350
ALPHARETTA
GA

01/07
0015V209000

200901072310000

1/09

*

Amount

1/09

PURCHASE
HARDEE'S 839
4828553382350
CUMMING

1500

01/04
0015V281872

GA

HANDY LUBE EXPR/327
GA 0 0 1 5 1 3 1 5 7 9 3

CAN

200901040456000

01/07

200901071015390

1/12

1,47

PURCHASE
MURPHY

WAL-MART 1)0515
NC 0 0 1 5 1 4 8 1 3 8 0

01/11

200901112201000

1/12

1

PURCHASE
CUMMING

SHELL SERVICE STATION
GA O015I691374

01/11

200901111332000

Othei

95

Withdrawals and Service Fees continued on next page.

WACHOVIA DANK, N.A

,

CUMMING

page 2 o£ 5

Consolidated

02

Statement

fggmmmkr-3[>'?.v:

oor,

30

Replacement: Statement

1/29/2009 thru 2/25/2009
Free Student Checking
Account number.
Account owner is).

MARCG h DONJUAN

Account Summary
Opening balance 1/29

$970.09

Deposits and other credits

250.00

Other withdrawals and service fees

565.39

Closing balance 2/25

$655.50

Deposits and Other Credits
Date

Amount

Description

2/25

250.00

COUNTER DEPOSIT

Total

000006116818031

$250.00

Other W i t h d r a w a l s

and S e r v i c e

Pees

Date

Amount

2/02

34.41

PURCHASE
DOMINOS PIZZA 3570
01/31
4828553382350
7067455400
GA 0 D 1 5 V 2 6 2 5 0 1

Description
200901310712000

si/. 2/02

270.00

PURCHASE
NORTHSIDE-NORTHPOI
01/29
4828553382350
ALPHARETTA
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 0 9 0 0 0

200901290116000

2/05

4 .19

2/05

33 .90

2/09

3 .20

PURCHASE
CUMMING

2/09

5 .11

PURCHASE
-JASPER

2/09

PURCHASE
HIAWASSEE

CN£ R I T E AID CORP . 3 3 0 0
GA 0 0 1 5 1 7 1 3 1 5 6

02/04

200902041315090

02/04
PURCHASE
EL CANCUN MEXICAN
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 7 I 6 03
4 828553 3 823 50
HIAWASSEE

200902040150000

WEST FORSYTH FUE
GA 0 0 1 5 1 1 7 9 3 2 2

02/08

200902081440180

RACETRAC118
GA 0 0 1 5 1 2 5 4 2 1 3

02/OB

200902081622000

40 . 3 7

PURCHASE
WAL-MART {(10 70
EAST ELL1JAY GA 0 0 1 5 1 7 2 734 3

02/08

200902081703000

2/10

13 . 0 2

02/09
PURCHASE
MCDONALD'S F 2 6 6 4 1
GA OO15V2672O0
4828553382350
HIAWASSEE

200902091823000

2/13

17 .34

PURCHASE
ZAXBY'S 2 3 1 0 2
4028553382350
HIAWASSEE

02/10
GA 0 0 1 5 V 2 1 1 1 8 0

200902101527000

2/17

13 . 8 8

PURCHASE
ZAXBY'S 2 3 1 0 2
4C2B553382350
HIAWASSEE

02/13
GA O 0 1 5 V 2 0 1 1 8 0

200902130521000

2/17

7 2 . 70

PURCHASE
T-MOBILE 5777
40205533B2350
CUMMING

02/14
GA O0 3 5V2812O4

200902141721000

2/10

3 5 .,39

PURCHASE
MURPHY

Other

Withdrawals

WACHOVIA BANK,

and S e n d e e

M.A,

02/17

WAL-MART |>0515
NC 0 0 1 5 1 4 1 4 1 7 5
Fees

CUMMING

continued

on n e x t

200902171015000

page.

page

2 of 4

C o n s o l i d a t e d SLatemenl
4HMB^-'7-

02

00f

Replacement

JO

SLaLement

2/26/200«
Free

StudenL

Account
Account

number
owner(s)

Account

Summary'
2/26

D e p o s i t B and o t h e r
withdrawals

Closing
Deposits
Date
3/16
3/24
Total

j/26/2009

MARCO M DONJOAN

Opening balance

Other

Lhru

Checking

balance

$655 50

credite
and s e r v i c e

3 200 00
fees

3/26

and O t h e r
Amount

3,329 30
$526 20

Credits
Description

00

COUNTER DEPOSIT

000002216470312

500 00

COUNTER DEPOSIT

0000058154 11900

2,700

$3 200 00

Other Withdrawals and Service Pees

¥

Date

Amount

Description

3/02

2 13

PURCHASE
BLAIRSVILLE

3/05

10 86

PURCHASE
WENDYS 9168 Q2S
4828553382350
BLAIRSVILLE

03/03
GA 0015V2±669 C

2009030305l6000

3/06

6 62

PURCHASE
ZAXB^ S i3501
482B5533B2350
BLAIRSVILLE

03/05
0015V271180

200903052312000

GA

CHEVRON/TREETOPS CHEVRO
Gh 00151071810

200902281610270

02/28

3/06

8 8^

PURCHASE
YACH7 CLUB BOAT HO
4828553382350
HIAWASSEE
GA

OJ/0*
0015V251306

200903042220000

3/09

26 7^

PURCHASE
CORNERSTONE AMOCO
4828553382350
YOUNG HARRIS GA

03/05
0015V207390

200903051520000

3"/"09

340 00

PURCHASE
NORTHSIDE-NORTHPOI
4828553382350
ALPHARETTA
GA

03/06
0015V209000

200903061313000

3/12

PURCHASE
VALD0STA

3/13

6 00

3/16

10 18

200903111129520

03/11

BIG FOOT #921
GA 00151406429

PURCHASE
FOCUS PARKING
11
0 3/11
4 8285533B2350
JACKSONVILLE FL 0015V287100
PURCHASE
MURPH\

200903110656000

03/16

WAL-MART #0515
NC 00151763712

200903160128000

3/16

PURCHASE
WHATABURGEP 11779
4B2B553382350
CRDSTVIEV

03/11
TL 0015V255752

200903111325000

3/16

03/12
PURCHASE
CHURCH'S CHICKEN II
MS 0015V2B2860
4028553302350
GULFPORT

200903120B25000

OLhei WitndrawalG and Service Tees continued on next
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ATTACHMENT "2

Personal Money Order

'14341763

*H / .

The Order Of

/

.

/ , ,-,

- /

Date

.(Race Value Valid One Year From Issue, Three Years in CA - Money Order Subject to Return Therealter)

*TW£} HUNDRED DOLLARS AND DO CENTS
Purchaser, Signer F,or/Drawer
Terms: Purchaser/Sender agrees to enter
the name 01 a payee and sign the instrument
immediately upon purchase: Failure to do so
will result-in-the purchaser/sender bearing
the risk of .any loss or thell ol the instrument.

AQ£jress

p

)_£ /- S>J
""),.,'., t
-{L.J
/'. •'•' , 'O
/ - ^ P»
- ^ *' ^ v ' "
' / /' ' • -'' ''fi:J*~
V
0
/'
n/!/>
/'•
7 / • r - •) J
f"^
^-

f'
)! v • 1/jc
~'r^ fj < ^ ^ i / H- '••• j < _»«,

PURCHASER,^ SIGNING YOU'AGREE TO THESERVICE CHARGE AND OTHER TERMS ON THE REVERSE SIDE

NON NEGOTIABLE
CUSTOMER COPY

ShiP-n'J-ii P i. : „L a ^,IV^
IHIS

We are the one slop t u i a l l your
h i p p i n g , postal and business neecL
We o t t e r a l l the services you need
t o keep your business yoirig.

iiiDiitini

TO % 3 0 . 2 1 )
001 OOlOUb (001)
NDA •
TraclnngS- Ub04MM2007UO4fc

SubtoaJ % 30.3Total ?• :3G;:2IT
Cash
Change

;

SH1PHEH1 IHF0RIWT10H.
UPS Hex I Day ftir Reb
1.0 lbs actual « i (NanWl)
LTR Billed Weight
Carrier Letter
Sicj Req (w/Dclv Confirm]

SHIP FROM:
marco don juan
150S1 Janice rd
apt 8
Biloxi ffi> 39512
(B7ii) 56-0870

$ 31.uu
$ "O.'BG

Tracking Humber: 125M6&M242I10070045
Shipment ID. (lilRKSW&RNBftHE
Order /I ten, t
Reffi:

SHIP TO:
g a b r i e l l e nicderaott
4248 LITTLE PALLS OR
CUMING Gfi 30041-9431
Residential
(676) 520-4013

DESCRIPTION OP GOODS:

SH1PHEHT CHARGES:
tat Day ftir Res
Service OpUoiu
fuel Surcharge
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Whatever your business and personal
needs, we are here to serve.you,
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Terms: Purchaser/Sender agrees to enter
the name of a payee and sign the instrument
immedialely upon purchase. Failure to do so
will result in the purchaser/sender bearing
the risk.ol any loss or thetl ot the instrument.
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PURCHASERS SIGNING YOU.AGREE TO THE SERVICE CHARGE AND OTHER TERMS ON THE REVERSE SIDE
•

HON NEGOTIABLE
•CUSTOMER COPY
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Receipt;
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SHIP DOTE:
Thur, jur, 25. 2088
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Sf-M-: FOR YOUP RECORDS

SHIPMENT INFORMATION:
UPS Next Day Air fab
0.30 lb& aciual * H * « # H
LTR Billed Weight
Carrier Letter

EXPECTED DELIVER! DATE.
ART JIJN 2b. 2009 16:30 Ail

Sis Req (w/Oelv Confiriii)
E-ij.dil N o t i f i c a t i o n : Ship

SHIP FROU:
diarco don juan
15061 ianice r6.
apt 6
8i)oxi US 3953^
(678) 549-0*70
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Tracking NumberV 1 2 ^ 9 ^ 6 8 7 5 4 9 1 8 J
Shipment ID: IIHPlTOIOTl
~
Order/I tea II:
RefH:

SHIP TO:
g a b r i e l l e acdenwit
4240 LITTLE FALLS OR
OMM
6A 30WJ-9431
Residential
(£76) 520-4813

DESCRIPTION OF
DOC

SHIPPED THROUGH.
The-WS Store 84726
DIBERVlLLE.flS 39540-9000
[lib) 392-0322

SHIPMENT CHARGES:
Next Oay Air Res
Service Options
Puei Surcharge
CHS Procesoina Pee

$25.45
$4.30
JG.25
$0.20

Total

$30.20
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INTEGRATED PAYMENT SYSTEMS, INC. • ISSUER
EngtBWood, Colorado

•09-118864656
AGENT 3/4400 JJHTE 07Q30?
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82-40/1021

Iff PAY EXACTLY' QIC HUNDFB FIFTY DOLLARS AMD NO CENTS * * * . »
PAY EXACTLY
PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

PURCHASED. 6KJH£iJ FOR/prfAWL,
PURCHASER BVSKUWia VOU AOHEE XmyyTtnUsdlTttfcREVERSE 8U)E.
Weslom Union Money Onter and Destgn Is a aorvico mart of VVaKiem Union HoWmBi, IncVPayabla al Walls Fargo banx Orami JoncJion - Oovmlown, N.A., Grand Junction, Colorado
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RETA« "WS MOKEY OKOES RfiCBPT. IT MUST BE WCLUDED WTTH ALL REFUND REOUESTB. BE BUM TO READ IWOKTAWT
IWORMATION 1 U U W AMD ON BACX.
PURCHASE AGREEMENT: You tne purchaser aore8 thai ImaqtHJed Paymeni Systems inc. (IPS) ne8d not slop paymam on,- o;
reotscE, o( relund a tosi or slolen IPS Monav Order unless (1} you fill in tne face of the Money Orber at (ne urns of uurcnase,
and |2) you report tna toss or tnaft to inleoraied Paymanl Systems inc.-in writing immeoValeiy, and (3) Vou provide IPS with this
onoina) Money Otoer teceipl Baoed by jMegraierJ Payment Systems inc., Engiswood, CofcHado. f o r customer service, call
1.&O-999-9B60.
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bort

A574661

TF9P2106 Dep Acct H i B t o r y T r a n s a c t i o n

0 0 5 Serv; DDA A c c t : - M H H M t 2 3 5 62
Name: DONJUAK MARCO A

C/W:

Iuq

BAKTD005 0 9 / 0 1 / 0 9
Page-.
1
14 ; 17
Date:
Srm: K

Daily Bal :

00

T/C
025

Amount
T/S Cap Rec S e q u e n c e
300.004- 001 057 006 621B592924
DAILY BAL:

Date/Desc
DEPOSIT
300.00

8/11/09

025

300.004- 001 057 006 6 2 1 9 3 0 8 6 1 2
DAILY BAL.-

DEPOSIT
600 . 00

B/18/09

025

408.50+ 001 057 006 2317283785
DAILY BAL:

DEPOSIT
1,008.50

B/24/09

025

300.00+

DEPOSIT
1,308.50

Date
8/06/09

ommajid;
l=Help

Serial

F3=£xit

T7i=Ekwd

F8=Pwd

001 057 006 5B19600690
DAILY BAL:

)EPCTI
)rgJhort

A574661

TF9P2106 Dep A c c t C u r r e n t T r a n s a c t i o n

005 S e r v : DDA A c c t :
flame:

Date
9/01/09

flMNft225£2

DOW JUAN MARCO A
Serial

ommand;
l=Help F3=Exit

C/W:

Inq

BACTD005

Date:

Daily Bal:

T/C
Amount
T/S Cap Rec S e q u e n c e
025
3 0 0 . 0 0 + 019 001 001 1416260
AUDIO CREDIT ORG 026 BRANCH 5 1 7 7 0
DAILY BAL:-

F7=Bfcwd

F8=Pwd

09/01/09
14 :17

1,308.50
Date/Desc
A-FT FORCE
ID*=A574661
1, 60B , 5 0
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IN THE SUPER] OR C O U R T O F F O R S Y T H C O U N T Y
S T A T E OF G E O R G I A
M A R C O DONJUAN,

Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION: 0 ^C V~ I ^ 9 2 -

v.
'•ORSYTHCOOWTYGEORGIA
F
'iEDIWfllSOFFICE

G A B R I E L L E ELAINE M c D E R M O T T ,

MAY 1 9 2009
Defendant
C1M SUPERIOR COURT

P E T I T I O N T O L E G I T I M A T E AND F O R C U S T O D Y & C H I L D S U P P O R T
COMES NOW Plaintiff, M a r c o D o n j u a n and files this Petition to L e g i t i m a t e and for
Visitation and Custody Rights pursuant to O.C.G. A. D 19-7-43 against the m o t h e r of his unborn
child, Defendant Gabrielle Elaine McDermott, and shows the Court the following:
COUNT 1

LEGITIMATION PETITION
1.
Plaintiff is a resident of Forsyth County, Georgia and has been for six months prior to the
filing of this action.
2.
Plaintiff is the fathei of an unborn child with an unknown sex. This child is due to be
born July 31, 2009. Plaintiff is the biological father of Lhe minor child and has registered as same
on Georgia's Putative Father Registry.
3.
The mothei of said child is Gabrielle Elaine McDermott who resides at 4240 Little Falls

Drive, dimming, Georgia 3004 J
4
As the child is unborn there have been no previous addresses foi the child As the child is
unborn he/she has not been placed m the care of any othei individual
5.
Plaintiff seeks to be named as the legal falhei of the mmoi child and to legitimate the
child pursuant to the laws of the State of Georgia

Plaintiff states that such legitimation is in

the best interests of the mmoi child

COUNT 2
PETITION FOR CUSTODY & CHILD SUPPORT
6
Plaintiff requests that he be granted primary physical and legal custody of the minor child
due to Defendant's desire to have the child give up foi adoption
7
Plaintiff shows this Court that he is a stable individual who can provide foi the needs of
the child

Petitionei shows this Court that it is m the best interests of the mmoi child that he be

granted custody of the child as the Defendant has expressed she does not want the child
8
In the event the Plaintiff is awaided custody of the child, he seeks child support from the
Defendant based on Geoigufs Child Support Guidelines

Plaintiff is hopeful that the parties will reach an agreement regarding-these matters
pending before the Court.
10.
Plaintiff seeks attorney's fees as permitted by law.
11.
Plaintiff aclcn owl edges that pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 19-7-43 (c) that as this Petition is
being brought before the birth of the child, all proceedings shall be stayed until after the birth
except for service of process, discovery and the taking of depositions.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for the following:
(a)

That said child be declared to be the legitimate child of Plaintiff;

(b)

That Plaintiff be granted custody of said child both legal and physical;

(c)

That Defendant be restrained and enjoined from unilaterally removing the minor
child from the jurisdiction of this Court pending resolution of this matter: and

(d)

That the Plaintiff be awarded child support;

(e)

That the Court grant any other relief that it feels is just and appropriate.
Respectfully submitted this \°\ day of

1 ) \d(J\

B^KS&STUBB^LLP

TRACY A]#nvJOORE
Attorney sl^LaM'
Georgia Bar No. 520925
309 Pirkle Ferry Road
Building F
Gumming, Georgia 30040

, 2009.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FORSYTH COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA
MARCO DONJUAN,
CIVIL ACTION:

Plaintiff,
v.
GABRIELLE ELAINE McDERMOTT,
Defendant,

VERIFICATION
Personally appeared before the undersigned officer duly authorized to administer oaths,
Marco Donjuan who after first being sworn, deposes and states on oath that the facts set forth in
the within and foregoing pleadings and the attached exhibits, if any. are true and correct, to the
best of Affiant's knowledge, information and belief.

^^fe^^>

Marco DonjuanT7~
Plaintiff
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this H day of IT\dM_
2009.
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APRIL 22,2012 / / X ~

THE SUPERIOR COURT OF

Forsyth

C^uNTY

fORSVrHCOUMTYGEOBGIA
P/LEDINTO/SOFF/CE

STATE OF GEORGIA

MAY 1 9 2009
CL£R^ SUPERIOR CODRT
Marco Doniuan
Plaintiff,
CIVIL ACTION
vs.
File No.
Gabrielle Elaine McDermott
Defendant.

DOMESTIC RELATIONS FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT

AFFIANT'S NAME:

Marco Doniuan

Age:

19

Spouse's Name;

Gabrielle Elaine McDermott

Age:

M

Date of Separation:

Date of Marriage:

Names and birth dates of children for whom support is to be determined in this action:
Name

Date of Birth

Resides with

Date of Birth

Resides with

Names and birth dates of affiant's other children:
Name

2, SUMMARY OF AFFIANT'S INCOME AND NEEDS
(a) Gross monthly income (from 3A)

$

(b) Net monthly income (from 3C)

$

(c) Average monthly expenses (from 5A)

$

Monthly payments to creditors (from 5B)

+

Total monthly expenses and payments to creditors (from 5C)

$

0

570

570

AFFIANT'S GROSS MONTHLY INCOME
(Complete this section o? attach Child Supporl Schedule A Enter all
income based on monthly average regardless of wher received )
Salary or Wages
Commissions Fees Tips

$

Income from self-employment partnerships close corporations
and independent contracts (gross receipis minus ordinary
and necessary expenses required to produce income)
ATTACH SHEET ITEMIZING YOUR CALCULATIONS

$

Rental Income (gross receipts minus ordinary and
necessary expenses required to produce income)
ATTACH SHEET ITEMIZING YOUR CALCULATIONS

$^

Bonuses

$_

Overtime Payments

3>_

Severance Pay

$_

Recurring income from Pensions or Retirement Plans

$_

Interest Income

$__

Income from Dividends

$_

Trust Income

$_

Income from Annuities

$_

Capital Gams

S

Social Security Disability or Reiiremeni Benefits

$_

Workers' Compensation Benefits

$

Unemployment Benefits

$

Judgments rrom personal injury or other civil cases

$

Gifts (cash or other gifts that can be converted to cash)

$

Prizes / Lottery winnings

$_

Alimony and maintenance from persons not in this case

$_

Assets which are used for support of family

$_

Fringe benefits (if significantly reduce living expenses)

$__

Any other income (do NOT include means-tested
public assistance such as TANF or food stamps)

$_

GROSS MONTHLY INCOME

J,

B AFFIANTS NET MONTHLY INCOME FROM EMPLOYMENT
(deducting only state and federal taxes and FICA)
Affiant's pay peuod (weekly bi-weekly semi-monthly monthly etc '
r-i^imprl (IRS Form W-4)

ASSETS
(If you claim or agree that all or pari of an assel is non-marital, indicate the non-marital portion under the
appropriaie spouse's column and state the amount and the basis: pre-marital, gift, inheritance, source of funds,
etc.)

Value

Description
Cash
Stocks, bonds & other securities
CD's, money market accounts
Bank accounts: (list)
Wachovia

400

Retirement accounts, pensions,
401 (k)s, IRAs, profit sharing
Money owed you
Tax refund owed you
Real estate: (list)

Less debt owed (negative nbr.)
S
Less debt owed
Motor vehicles: (list)
1996 Corvette

6,000

Less debt owed
$ _
Less debt owed

$ _

Less debt owed

$

Life insurance (nel cash value)
Furniture & furnishings
Jewel o'

$ _

Collectibles

$ _

Other assets: (list)

$

6.400

Separate
Asset of
Husband

Separate
Asset of
Wife

Basis of Claim

\. AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPr
OTHER EXPENSES

HOUSEHOLD
Mortgage paymenl

$

Laundry & dry cleaning

Rent

5

Clothing

Property taxes

$

Medical, dental & prescription
(out-of-pocket/uncovered)

Insurance

$
$
$

$

Vision (out-of-pocket/uncovered)

$

Electricity

$

Gifts (for special occasions)

%

Water & sewer

$

Grooming & hygiene

$

Garbage pickup

$

Entertainment

$

(homeowner's/renter's)

Telephone, residential line! $
Telephone, cellular
$

Recreation & fitness

$

Vacations

$

Gas

$

Travel expenses for visitation

$

Repairs & maintenance

$

Publications

$

Lawn care

$

Dues & club fees

$

Pest control

$

Religious & charities

$

$

Pet expenses

&.

$

Alimony paid to former spouse

$\
£

Cable TV
Internet service

Child support paid for other children

Groceries & household
supplies
Meats outside the home

$
$

Date of order:
100

$.
$

$
. $
AUTOMOBILE
Gasoline & oil
Repairs
Auto tags & license

Child care (total monthly cost)

$_

School tuition

S

$

Tutoring

$
&.
$

$

200

$

Private lessons (music, dance, etc.)

Insurance

$

School supplies & expenses

Parking

$

Lunch money

$
vP

OTHER VEHICLES

Allowance

(boats, trailers, RVs, etc.)

Clothing

5.
*.

Gasoline &. oil

$

Diapers

Repairs

$

Medical, dental & prescription

Tags & license

$

(out-of-pocket/uncovered)

Insurance

$

Vision (out-of-pocket/uncovered)

$.

Storage

$

Grooming & hygiene

$

Gifts from children to others

*.
$

$

Entertainment

$

Activities (including extra-curricular,
school, religious, cultural, etc.)
Summer camps

$

OTHER INSURANCE
Monthly
Cost

Children's
Portion

Health

$

$

Dental

$

$

Vision

$

$

Life

$

Disability

$

Beneficiary:

$

TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES:

$

570

B. PAYMENTS TO CREDITORS
(Other.than mortgage paymeni entered in Section 5A)

Creditor

Balance
Due

Monthly
Payment

Joint

Plaintiff

' Defendant

1
TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS TO CREDITORS:

$

C. TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES AND PAYMENTS TO CREDITORS:

$

570

CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET

INTHC

Superior

COURT OF

FORSYTH

COUNTY

STATC Of GCORGI/

Civil Action Cflho No

>on)uar
Plaintiff

IV D Case No

^Smmm
flL
®mmmE

3 Elaine McDermoll
Defendant

X

Initial Acllon

•

Modification

(J6/02/2005

Dale of Initial Child Suppoff Order

Fajher

Gabnelie Elaine McDermoll

Marco Donjuan.

Children Jor Whom Support is Bein.o Determined In This Case
Name
unborn

Birth Date

Name

1 Birth Oate
/ ^<?ah <J»

J

n

**
'

-

-*

1^

i
r

~

J

Noncustodial Parent

umber of Children

led by

-

D
Q
D

r

Molhef/Delendanl

Nonparenl Custodian

£

,

>l

>

^

,

/J

(
\ A —

JL

D D

T

i\

»

*7?

due da(e 7/31/09

,

A

;
•x

u

?

-

H^taaigMlMt»a

Mother

X*

Fathe^

«.D
Mother

H

:

' ' ' '

'

1

Father

,\

Total

Monthly Gross income {from Schedule A Lino 23)
Monthly Adjusted income
If ellhe parent pavs self employment lax or pays child support under a pre existing order or is entitled lo a
credit fo other qualified children living in the home complete Schedule B and enter amount from
Schedule B Line 9 or Line V here
>01berwise enier amount Irom Line 1 here
Pro R i h Shares of Combinod income on Line 2 above (Divide each parent s income by the combined
income lo find %)

Basic Child Support Obligation (Irom Table)
Pro rata shares of Basic Child Support Obligation (Multiply Line A b) percentageo on Line •})
Adjustment l o r W o r l Rolatod Child Care nnd Health Insurance Expenses
Complete Schedule D and enler amount Iron Schedule D Line j here
it none skip Srheduh, D and enter zero here
Add Lines

£ 0 and enier results here

Adjuslmonf fo Additional expenses Paid Insert amounts PAID h) each parent io child o r e &
children o insurance from Schedule D Line J Columns (a) and (b)

Sublolnl
If Line 0 is ?ero carp, down amount iron Line 7
>OlhPivnse subtract Line 0 from Lini 7

i»»;fti^^

%

%

CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET

Mother
Deviations lron> Presumptive GhHcl Support Amouni
Cnier amouni tf°m Schociuie f Line 1<f liaic

0

Subtotal
If Line 101 zero than ante amouni on Line (J here
If LIHL 10 IS positive (•»} (hon add Lini 10 io Lino 0 and enler result hare
If Line 10 io neoalive ( ) thon subtract Line 10 Irom Line 0 and 8nter reaull hBre
Social Security Payment
\f children recede Title /I bono/lis as dependant on a pareni s accouni enler iho monthly amouni in lhal
parent s column I M P
If none enler zoro

2

>lf ihe amouni on Line 12 is equal lo or greater Ihan Line 11 thr child support responsibility Is mal and no
further obligation Is owed Enler zero here
Otherwise sublracl Line 12 from Line 11 and enler result hore

wmmmmMmBmmmmmmmmmMm^mmLm^Kmmmmm
^mmmmmmmmsMmmmm^wwmmmBspmmm^MM^mmm^^^^
UninsurDd Health Exponses
<Carry down Ihe perceniage Irom Line J or enlor Ihe percentage olherwise ordered by Iho Court

Attached

edules
t\

Gross Income

X

B

Adjusted Income

.X

3

Schedule C is not in use and Is intentionally lefl blanl

D

Additional expenses

X

E

Deviations from Presumptive Amoun!

X

nes of Parties

milted by

eit

Marco Donjuan

Molher/Defenaanl

Vi> Gabnelle Elaine McDermoti

Todays Date

05/19/09

Not Applicable

X

Q

Total

CHILD SUPPORT SCHEDULE A
GROSS INCOME

1

(T^Nfi//ToniPomryA^6la^inro(forNo«(lv^rnl!ios) 1 Wi?WII|iVH''lMVili!'Vii't

"|
"]~~ (a) Mother
urnrMmmwfflMfoM

•

1

Mill

Win

D

QTos'qfJncofoeHcoi^^

1

•1 BiIP
1

Salary and Wages (Do not include TANf- or impuled income here
enter Imputed Income on Line 22 belov )

f2

Commissions Fees Tipu

3

Income From Self Employment

(c) Combined

Wnuumwi mi!i)uWM¥u^m\WdMi\

1
>J| a parent receives TANF please cbeci (he box and enter any amount lor
Gross Income beiov/ thai appl>
*

[

""(b) Father

r

ImPsK

s

5

'
((arawfJUZSMicf

\/\

5

Bonuses

%

Overtime Payment

$

Severance Pay

17

Recurnnp Income from Pensions or Retirement Plans

8

Interest Income

WBHSKM

$

$

16

0BI

|$

5

1

$

$

1

I

ffi

wl^^^^^^i*!w]^w

19

Income From Dividends

$

$

(10

Trust Income

s

s

Income irom Annuities

s

s

^P^PS^^

Capital Gams

$

s

i^^^^M^®r^'

Social Security Disability or Retirement Benefits {Do not include SSI j
or payments tor children)

$

3"

f

4

1

1
J12

13
114

Worker's Compensation Benefits

5

15

i W - i W

J

i

in

$

Unempioyment Benefits
J

^ t !fl^>»§r^tnl^^^^Kw ,

W

f

t

iiiiSlI

1

Ili&ril

-/ 4

*">

16

Judgments Irom Personal Injury or Other Civil Cases

17

Gifts (cash or other pifts that can be convened to cash)

1B

Prizes / Lottery Winnings

'$

1g

Alimony & maintenance Irom persons not in this case

3"

20

Assets which are used for support ol family

»T

21

Fringe Benefits (If significantly reduce living expenses)

isi 11111

$
$

H
mmii

{

$
$

it ifi/IaKyJtfvsrV

J

An} Other Income including Impuled Income (Do not include
means iesied public assistance such a„ TANF or food stamps)

/

j

H

22

NBS

j

ii

B

11

TOTAL GROSS MONTHLY INCOME
23

Enter this amount on Line i of the Child Support Worksheet

Names of Parties Marco Donjuan

Submitted b} Mother/Delendanl

Case //

s

| S

vb Gabnelle Elaine McDermott

Toda^ s Date

05/1 9/09

1i

1

CHILD SUPPORT SCHEDULE B
ADJUSTED INCOME
(b)Father

(a) Mother
1

Total Gross Monthly Income (Schoduio A, Linn 23)

Monthly SeK-Employmenl income on which parenl pays SeK-Employmenl Taxes for PICA & Medicare
For PICA, multiply Line 2 above by .062 (For maximum amouni of self-empioymeni Income subjecl to
Social Security tax, see IRS Publication 533 lor Ihe currenl taxable year).
4.

For Medicare tax, multiply Line 2 above by 0.0145 and enter results here.

5. Add Lines 3 & /| and enter results here.
6.

Subtract Line 5 from Line 1 and enter results here.

^^^^^^^^^m^^m^^m^ME^^^^^^^SMB^^^^^^S^^^^
pppp
TmMi rJlfflPU,

PIRPIWiPPPPP

7(a)
|&: *ii'^;,v£

7(b)

' : - ? ^i
7(c)

.'*

7(d)

Total Adjustment for Pre-Existing Child Support Orders
(Add all Pre-Existing Child Support amounts identified in Line 7)
Subtract Line 8 from Line 6. If a discretionary adjustment is being claimed for other qualified children
9. living in Ihe home, complete Page 2. Otherwise, enter Ihis amouni on Line 2 of the Child Support
Worksheet.

CHILD SUPPORT SCHEDULE B
ADJUSTED INCOME

<The Court has the discration lo consider an Adjustment to income lor qualified children under this section lor Ihe purpose of reducing the parent's gross
income If failure to consider an adjustment would cause substantial hardship to the parent.
< If the Court considers an Adjustment to income under this section, then the Court must also consider whether this Adjustment lo Income is in the best
interest ol the chlid(ren) in this action
Adjustment may be considered only for children who meet ALL FIVE of the following requirements.
A.

The parent is legally responsible for the qualified child (Step children do no qualify);

B.

The qualified child lives in Ihe parent's home;

C.

The paronl is actually supporting Ihe qualified child;

D.

The qualified child is not subject to a preexisting child support order; and

E.

The qualified child is not currently before Ihe court to set, modify or enforce chlid support.

1BBBIM

/«. "1/

n

'/

"')

>

< '—'

'•IB

10.

[-../. ...;.^/ , •

Total number of QUALIFIED children lor whom adjustment is being claimed
Bring down amount from Line 6 above (Gross Income iess Self-Employment tax only) for the parent(s)
11. seeking adjustment.
Using the Basic Child Supporl Obligation Table, enler the Basic Child Support Obligation for the
12, number of children on Line 10 and the income amount on Line 11 lor only the parent seeking the
adjustment.
13. Enter 75% of the amount on Line 12 for the parenl seeking the adjustment.

14.

I

If this adjustment is allowed, subtract Line 13 from Line 9 and enter this amount on Line 2 of the Child
Supporl Worksheet.

Names of Parlies: Marco Donjuan

Submitted by: Molber/Deiendant

Case #:

vs. Gabrielie Elaine McDermott

Today's Dale:

5/19/2009

'

' ' *

;:'J/[3i'^''V

'Q

'/•

D

•Q

'.•
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Child Support Schedule C
lb not In uso and is Intentionally left blank

Schedule C is not in use and is intentionally left blank

CHILD SUPPOR T SCHEDULE D
ADDITIONAL EXPENSES

(n)Mot>)o
ChJiil Oaic> txt>on*ei

Wac««»» y/o

/ merit s kmploymoi

jo) Nonpnren!
Custodian

{t>)Fntl»n

Crluoalloi o

Vocational Iralnlnu fcnle morilriy aveiapo amounl pBld by aacl Harenl (o
iNonparenl Custodian) lo chllo on 0 f0 li B child/e

jo V/IIQ

strppo t 5 bain

daieimina I Horn oil MippltmertallBblas (Lino 7 In Moll 0 Lino 13 lo Pall c
and Line 10 |o Nonpatent Lusted an)
Haallli Ituu/anco J ramlun s frit) tor U e Crillrira
fcnle nionlhly amount p< d 0 wilt Ut> paid by aaoh paiai
I Nonpar onl Cusiodia

o amount paid by

lo ntsllnlniuranoii pia/iiiun

If Iho chlldians f oitonollnoeiemium Is not know

divide Iho iolalhaall

ImimancB premium by I) a min»B ol peisoni covaiad Irion mulliply llial J y Iho
numtioi ol covaied child enlo m w

suppoil ts boiny dataimtnad and ante thai)

arnoun
'Total Monthly Additional fcxpinios (Ltne t -» Una 2)
110 llaiQ Sltaio ol FuianU Incomu (lion Child Suppo I Wolksl oal Lino 3)
f 10 (tala Share ol Additional expenses (Multiply tola omoi nt in Column (d)
0/ Lino J by paicantanet i r i U n H ibovb) fcnle /eiull on L no 0 of Chili!
buppoil Vvoikslieo

mmmmimBwmmmmssB&mMfmmmmi
Children s N a m e s -

Chird Care Paid by Molho

2

Tola) yaarly amounl paid to child tar* during schoo

3

Total yeaily omounl paid Jo ohld cart timing summer biaa

4

Tola! yearly amount paid loi ohld care during olha school biaaks

Total yaaily amount ol olhe chW care f a g pie school age child or child with
disability)

6

Total Yaaily Amount

7

Monthly Average (Divide Line 6 by 12)

Child Care Paid by Father

6

Total yeeily amounl paid lo chid care dunng schoo

Totel yearly amount paid {01 ohU oara dunng summer bteB

10

Total yaaily amounl paid lo chid oara during othei school breaks

Total yearly amount ol olhe chHd oaie (a g preschool age child o child v/tth
disability)

12

Total YaBily Amounl

13

Monthly Average |D)v)de Line 12 by 12)

Child Care Paid b) Nonparent Custodian

M

Total yearly amount paid lo child aa 0 during schoo

16

Tola) yaaily amount paid lo childoa a during surnmc b/eaV

10

Total yearly amount paid to child caio dunng ollio school uionks

Total yoaily amount ol otho cl Ik) CB o 10 g p i t school 000 child o child wit)
disability)

16

Total Yearly Amount

ID

Monlhly Avo BOO (Drv do Line lob) 12)

Names of Part es

Gubinllted b)

Maico Oonfuan

MothnrfOolondan

Onl IIBIIO Bnino McUeimol

f*

A

~si&

__vji

i^v

(tl) Combined

CHILD SUPPORT SCHEDULE E
Dovinlion (Spooinl ClroumstmtocE)

\c\ Wonpuranl

jnlMBlhii

il.flKVfwnnnnnf UIBIIH

i Act MI "><J Income

ihtll Support Hestrvt - amti 1DOO tint lot cacti pticnl

laaviVabla toi augpoH BubliaclUnt 1(b) itotnUnt ll'j, »M entitiaaull hi

Ifuint i Shaia of f (aaumplrva Chid Support Award ( ChHiiiuptoilWotkttiaBt Una tij

||6). itaaiarolUni 1(e) end Una 1(d) in NONCUSTODIAL PaiarJi caumnonlr

)((]

MJntmumimixJnlo/chld auppon whtnappMng Low IncwiiiOmWiof.-cnur 5)5 haie iof NencuModUiPirenl w
II Una |l>) it piiale/ (tun Una 1(1], entir amount liom Una l|i) InllOHCUSTOOIAL Patent > cotumi,
jll Una 1(1) li oiaaltf linn Una |{e), emcr amount (torn Una 1(0 IfttlQHCUSTOQIAl Patenta column

ill CUSTODIAL I'aient l» coniUtiexiatowIntoma pttson (HoiMUw H.flSO ptosi income pel monlhj AUD Unt \{i) tot CUSTODIAL
IPaitntUto"UunUielldHwCUSlODIALfiiant.lnaHOHCUSTODIALt'aunl lino!
iHawtd adtvUlwn I N lell-iupowl leitrve in Lhi> caie, tmulini 1(4) loi NONCUSTODIAL Paienl In NONCUSTODIAL Patenti cokim/i
Olnttwie, II LVii 1|c) Iw CUSTODIAL Pliant )i ouittf Itunot tqutliD Lint 1(d) Iw CUSTODIAL faiert,
LUt J(0) lor NONCUSTODIAL pjienl In NONCUSTODIAL J-aitnl a column.

C;i)3to(Jlnr<

j

HhCoinlilm

CHILD suppoR r SCHEDULE: r
Dovlnilon (Spooln) Ciroumslnnoofi)

Ma coOon|u»n

tafomtfltd by Momu/DeliniJin

» Oata oti E i n« McOr moi

CHILD SUPPORT SCHEDULE T
Dov/laiion (Spoclnl GiroumBtitnoofl)

|D W o u l d OBVlslion seriously Impal it e abllliy o l Iha CUSTODIALPaitnloi NONPARENT Custodian to maintain minimally adequate housing lood and clolhlno lor the chltdien being supported by trie o i d e and i
(piov)oe o l n r dasl nacesilt e i Explain

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FORSYTE COIJN^XFHcoUNTyr
STATE OF GEORGIA

MAY
INTERNA] , OFERATIN G -PROCED"ORE

#

/

- ^7^..^^W^

o | 200
ft,

IN RE: DOMESTIC EELATIONS ACTION 57 'AM)ING ORDER
IMI^LEMENTIN G ORDER
Pursuant to OGG.A. § 19-1-1(b) and O.C.G.A. § 9-11-65(e), the Court hereby orders
that the attached "Domestic Relations Action Standing Order" shall apply to all domestic
relations actions, as defined in O.CG.A. § 19-1-0 (a), upon filing, The Clerk of Court shall
complete the standing order by msertmg the names of the parties and the case number., and shall
file the order with the case.
When domestic relations actions are filed requiring service by the sheriff or by
publication, the Clerk shall attach copies of the filed standing order to the original and service
copies of the action and give or mail a copy of the; filed standing order to the attorney or person
iiling the action.
When domestic relations actions are filed with an acioiowiedgment of sendee, the Cleric
shall attach a copy of the filed standing order to the original complaint and give or mail two
copies of the filed standing order to the. attorney or person filing the action, with instructions that
he or she is responsible for serving the defendant with a copy of the order, •
This Order shall apply to ah domestic relations actions filed on or after
2007, and all pending domestic relations actions within which a final judgment and decree of
divorce has not yet been entered by the Court prior to
/ H A^f j •—2007. For actions
pending prior to
/ H jd y j t^2007, the requisite Child Support Worksheet and
Schedules and Domestic Relations Financial Affidavit must be completed and filed by both
parties prior to Hie next hearing on child support.
This Internal uncrating Procedm^faSED supersede Internal Operating Procedure 06-0^
SO ORDERED. Lim; / "-dav oi

/

/"^l^

./

,2007.

/ h<{ s ^V^"'^
i e M SOagley, CliMlJudge
Forsydwjiounty Supei\oj' Court
Bell-Fjirsyth Judicial Circuit

DavicrL DbldiXson, JudgV
Forsyth Coifcnty Superior Com'
B ell -F ors vm\J udi c|al. Circuit)

IN TEE SUPERIOR COURT OR FORSYTH COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA '

(frhjUp

iX^ujn,,

Plaintiff^ etitionsr
v,

)
)
)
)

CIVIL ACTION
FILE NO.

)

Defendant/Respondent
DOMESTIC RELATIONS ACTION
STANDTNG ORDER
J.
Pursuant to O.OG.A. § 19-1-1 Tb) and the attached Implementing Order of the Court filed on the
__/J2_day of //7<4-y , 2007, tins Standing Order binds the parties in the above-styled action,
their agents, servants; employees, and all other persons acting in concert with such parties.

DO NOT REMOYE CHILDREN- Each party is hereby enjoined and restrained from
unilateral] y causing or pemiittrng the minor children) of the parties to be removed from the
jurisdiction of this Coiirf without pemnissi on of the Court, except in an emergency affecting-the
ke'M#vsaz^
action.
In cases in which a prior custody award has been issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, the
minor child shall remain in the custody of the party to whom custody has been awarded until
such time as a temporary hearing is held. In the absence of a prior order, the minor child shall
remain in the custody of the party with whom he/she resides at the time of the filing of this
action until a temporary hearing' is conducted on the issue of custody unless the party with whom
the children are residing has been charged with a criminal offense relating to any act of family
violence, in which event the alleged victim of family violence shall be entitled to have custody
until a temporary hearing is conducted. The parties are directed to comply with Internal
Operating Procedure 04-0.3 wliich requires all contested custody cases to participate in mediation
prior to afinalhearing on custody, Also, pursuant to IOP 04-03, 'the parties are directed to
immediately notify the Ninth District Mediation Office of any issues involving family violence.
In cases of an emergency affecting the health, safety, or welfare of the minor cliiid(ren), the
parties are directed to contact the Court to request an emergency hearing pursuant to InternalOperating Procedure 98-16.
3.

NO HARASSMENT 07 OTHER TARTY OR CHILD (REN)- Each party is hereby enjoined
and restrained from doing, ox attempting to do, or threatening to do5 any act which injures,

maltreats, vilifies, molests, or harasses, or which may, upon judicial determination, constitute
threats, harassment, or staJking the adverse party or the child(ren) of the parties or any act which
constitutes a violation of other civil or criminal laws of tins state,
4.

NO REMOVAL OF ANY PROPERTY- Each party is hereby enjoined and restrained from
selling, encumbering, trading, contracting to sell, or otherwise disposing of or removing from the
jurisdiction of this Court, without 'die permission of the Court, any of the property belonging to
the parties except in die ordinary course of business or except in an emergency which has been
created by the other party to the action.
5.
MUSI l ATTEND SEMINAEt FOR DIVORCING PARENTS- Parties to domestic relations
actions involving minor children are required to attend a seminar for divorcing parents within 31
days of service of the original Complaint upon the Defendant. Failure to complete the seminar in
a time!}'7 manner may subject the non-complying party to contempt or other sanctions, may delay
any temporary hearings or mediation sessions, and may delay the granting of a final decree of
divorce, See www.adr9.com for more information.
6.
MTUST FILE DOMESTIC RELATIONS FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT- Parties are to complete
and file a Domestic Relations Financial Affidavit as required by Uniform Superior Court Rule
24.2. That is, at the time of filing any action for temporary or permanent child support., alimony,
•©•<^itaMe4^
attorneys Pees, the
filing party shall file with the Clerk of Court the affidavit specifying his or her financial
circumstances in the form set forth in Uniform Superior Court Rule 24.2.
The Cleric of Court shall be authorized to not accept the filing of any new action requiring the
Domestic Relations Financial Affidavit if said affidavit is not completed and presented when the
new action is sought to "be filed. In cases not involving child support, in which a settlement
agreement is filed with the complaint for divorce, Hie parties are relieved of the responsibility to
file.the Domestic Relations Financial Affidavit and tlie Cleric of Court shall notwithstanding the
absence of the Domestic Relations Financial Affidavit, file tlie complaint and settlement
agreement.
In protective order actions filed under O.C.G.A. §19-13-1, el, seep, the affidavit may ,be filed *on
or before the date of die hearing.
The opposing party shall serve his or her affidavit at least five (5) days prior to the.temporary
hearing; at least, five (5) days prior to court ordered mediation; or with his or her answer or thirty
days'after sendee of the complaint, whichever first occurs, if no application for a temporary
award is made and the parties do not participate in mediation prior to trial.

Any amendments to the affidavits shah be exchanged at least 10 days prior to hearing or trial.
Failure of any party to furnish the affidavit, in the discretion of the conn, may subject the
offending-party,to the penalties of contempt and result in continuance of the hearing until such
time as the required affidavit is furnished.
7.

PLAINTIFF MUST FILE CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET AND SCHEDULES- in all
actions involving the determination of the amount of child support, whether contested or
uncontested, the Plaintiff shall be required to provide completed Child Support Worksheet and
Schedules A,B. D, and E, as codified at. O.C.G A. § 19-6-15, when the Petition is filed. The
Clerk of Court shall be authorized to not accept any new action involving the. determination of
the amount of child support: if such Worksheet and Schedules are not completed and presented
when the new action is sought to be filed,
The Worksheet and Schedules shall be completed in substantial form to the best of the affiant's
knowledge and belief unless good cause is shown why substantial form is not possible. The
Worksheet and Schedules shall be completed online and submitted through the 'Georgia Child
Support Commission's website fhtto://www.;georgiacourts.org/csc) with a confirmation number
prior to any temporary or final hearing unless good cause is shown why completion online is not
possible. Each party will be required to provide the Court with -fheirrespective confirmation
number at the time of hearing. Upon completion of the online Worksheet and Schedules, primed
copies should be obtained and filed with the Clerk of Court. In Family Violence cases, if the Petitioner is seeking child support, such request shall "be clearly
itenti&fl indhe Petiti onvseelm
Schedules online with a confirmation number no later than the 30-day hearing date. The
Respondent shall be .served with paper copies of the Worksheet and Schedules for completion no
later than the 30-day hearing date along with the sendee of the petition and ex parte order.
8,
DEFENDANT MUST FILE CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET AND SCHEDULES- In all
actions involving the determination of the amount of child support, whether contested or
uncontested, the Defendant shall also be required to provide completed Child Support Worksheet
and Schedules A, B, D, and E, as codified at O.C.G.A. § 19-6-15 to the Clerk of Court at the
time of filing Ins or her answer. For actions involving Family Violence where a determination as
to the amount of child support is sought, the Defendant must file the Child Support. Worksheet
and Schedules no later than the 30-day hearing date.
The Defendant shalhcomplete.the .online Worksheet and Schedules as indicated-above and
•submit to die Court with a confirmation number prior to any temporary or final hearing mil ess
good cause is shown why completion online is not possible.'
If Defendant fails tofilethe requisite Worksheet and Schedules, the Court exercising its

disci eli on, may considei the Plaintiffs pi ofleied income evidence oi Defendant's income as an
admission by the Defendant If the Plaintiff fails to indicate what he/she behoves the Defendant's
income to be, tlie Coiui may impute income to tlie Defendant a( tlie pievailmg federal minimum
wage
9
FAILURE OF DEFENDANT TO FILE CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET AND
SCHEDULES- The Cleilc of Court will be directed to accept the Defendant's Answei even if
tlie Woilcsheet and Schedules are not attached, however die Defendant may be subject to the
consequences as outlined above in paragraph 8
Tlie Clerk of Court shall be required to mail nonce to the Defendant ielated to the Defendant's
non-compliance with the Standing Ordei if any answer is accepted withontthe required
Worksheet and Schedules attached
10
WEBSITE ADDRESS FOR CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET AND SCHEDULESWhere pro se parties are involved, the Cleric of Court shall inform said pro se persons as to the
availability of internet access to the Georgia Child Support Commission's website with the
guided electronic worksaeet at all Forsyth County pnbhc libranes and law libranes The Georgia
Child Support Commission's web address is http //www georgiacourts org/csc
11
MEDIATION EEQUERED FOR CONTESTED CUSTODY CASES- Parties in cases
involving contested custody are required to attend mediation prior to any final heanng
12

Domestic Relations Case Filing Informa wan Form
Superior Court

Count)'

f^QP-Syy&^

Date Filed
MM-DD-YYYY

Docket 11
Plaintiffs)

Del'endant(s)

Uo\A JU r^ , PV&£c

cl
Last

Lasl

•—'

"Pirsf

First

/

3Middle I. Suffix Prefix Maiden

Middle 1. Suffix Prefix Maiden

Plain tifi/P etitioner Js Attorney

First

Last
Last

^

First
First

f^b&JU tftt;.
y

Middle I. Suffix Prefix Me
Middle 1. Suffix Prefix Maiden

D Pro Se

Bar# . C ^ ^ y P - . C

^_CX.&<LJ?

Last

(14 c A* ^ W h

j^ldlel

Suffix

Check Case Type (one or more)
D Divorce (includes annulment)
Contested
D Yes • No
Child Custody Issue? D Yes D No
Child Support Issue? D Yes D No
D Separate Maintenance
• Adoption
B^Paternity (includes legitimation)
D Interstate Support Enforcement Action
• Domestication of Foreign Custody Decree
• Family Violence Act Petition

FAMILY 7 V I O L E N C E
Additional Information - Ex Parte Relief
Did the initial pleading include request for relief
1. From alleged family violence? • Yes • No
2. Was ex parte relief requested? D Yes D No

OTHER
MODIFICATION
0 Modification--,(^
Does the Modification include a parent selection by
a child who is at least J 4 years of age?
DYes DNo
• Modification - Child Support and Alimony
D Modification - Child Support
D Modification - Alimony
CONTEMPT
• Contempt - Custody, Visitation, or Parenting Plan
D Contempt - Child Support and Alimony
D Contempt - Child Support
• Contempt - Alimony
D Contempt - Other Domestic. Contempt
D Other Domestic Relations Specify

Havefbeparties agreed.to
binding arbitration?
Have the parties reached a
custodial agreement?
If yes, is custody;
D Joint custody
o Joint legal custody
• Joint physical custody
n Sole custody to:
Financial affidavit submitted?
Child support forms submitted?

• Yes • No
• Yes DNo

Yes • No
• Yes • No

D

Domestic Relations Case Final Disposition Information Form
Superior Court

County T&f^l, v f C .

Date Disposed
MM-DD-YYYY

Docket #
Reporting Party f^trG^ejL
Last

/^Lr^

fire!

Ot^_^^

C-<L^rrr>->e/x*ew

Middled. Suffix Prefix

Maiden

Tille /

Name of Def enclant/Respon dent(s"

Name of Phiintiff/Petitioner(s)

U s(^_
Usi

J

First

Middle I. Suffix Prefix

Plaintiff/Petitioner's Attorney

Maiden

DPro Se

K

Last

First

Middle I. Suffix Prefix

Defendant/Respondent's Attorney

Maiden

DPro Se

u-v
Last

First

Bar# i ^

9

/

Middle 1.

Suffix

7'SKT

First

Last

Middle 1.

Suffix

Bar #
Relief Granted (Check all that apply)

Type of Disposition (Check ail that apply)

1. D Ex Parte Relief

1. • Dismissed Without Final Order
A. • Voluntary (by parties)

2. D Temporary Relief

B. •

3. • Final Relief

Involuntary (by court)

2. D Pre-Trial Settlement

a. D Divorce/Annulment/Separate Maintenance

3. D Judgment on the Pleadings

b. •

4. • Summary Judgment

c. D Visitation

5. D Trial

d. •

Child Support

A. D Bench Trial

e. •

Legitimation/Paternity

B. D Jury Trial

f. D Alimony

Child Custody

l.D Dismissal after jury selected

g. •

2, D Settlement during trial

h. D Equitable Division

3.D Judgment on Verdict

i. • Restraining Order

4 . 0 Directed Verdict or,TNOV

Contempt

•
j.

•

Person

•

Property

Adoption

ADR
k. D Other (Specify)
J. Was mediation utilized? 0 Yes •
2. If yes, was it (check if applicable)
• court annexed?
• court mandated?

No
4. • Dismissed prior to granting of relief.

ATTACHMENT "5

^Shiti-flr-r-£>trivim w r o ^ n v i w i .

VHGr-

Civi! Action No.

Superior Cc^
State Courl'"~"
Juvenile Courl

)t-i<=)^

Date Filed

Georgia,

Magistrate uoun /
Probate Court
/

D
D

r&/Z

'•> u ' / &

L_I
•

_ COUNTY

/
Attorney's Address J'fttzc.u

OWA

K'Coft-PUj.

BANKS & S T U B B S , LLP
A T T O R N E Y S AT LAW

Plaintiff

309 PlRKI.I- l'1-RRY ROAD. Bl.DG.F
GUMMING, GI-ORGIA 30040
PI I: (770) 887-1209
DC: (770) 889-5898
Name and Address of Part}' to be Served.

Ca-£> e.;-e. / W..

E'JGL, K ^_ ^

6

vs.
T&SzU/L- FU:,<^

/ )^g^g/f

/U^l^^jff-

Copies to;
^Client

Yia;
^6s-Mfitf-

n OpP.
UGAL

j j Hand Delivery

n Pax

Dale: vTOg-gn

Defendant

0ther

Garnishee
SHERIFF'S ENTRY OF SERVICE
J

c

J have this day strv&ti the defendant

~<jfar/ 6//^ /// i)&/lm^ /

"-** ^—"•> : ^/f /-*-"/>

of tte within action and summons. / % f <+ , ' G ^ ~P

Uf<

/ /

+1/***£•

/

^ i_.» ,/ / //./ /

< ^

I ^

*

/

C W t W ^

_ _ personally w*>ith a copy
personalty wit

^

^

I have (his day served the defendant

' ^

^

^

^

by l e a v i n g

copy of the action and summons al his most notorious place of abode in this County.
Delivered same into hands of
age, about

,

:

years; weigh!

pounds;'height, about

feet and

described as follows:

inches, domiciled al the residence of

defendant.

Served the defendant.

a corporation

by leaving a copy of the within action and summons with
in charge of tne^offree-andplace of doing business of said Corporation in this County.

<zcc/
3 have Ihi.s day served the above styied afiidnvil and summon.s on the defendnnl(s) by posting a copy of the same to (he door of (he premises designated in said
affidavit, and on the same day of such posting by depositing a true copy of same in the United States Mail, First Class in an envelope properly addressed lo the
defendanl(s) .al the addres:; shown in said summons, wilh adequate postage affixed thereon containing notice to the delendnnl(s) lo answer said summons al the
place staled in (he summons.

]

Diligent search made and defendant.
not to be hu\)tl in the jurisdiction of (his Court.

This'.

C?~

dnvor/;/

lC(

W*

,20

o

T

\/ ./
Received by
Truer Ann Moore

n

BlTilm

DEPUTY

ATTACHMENT "6

FORSYTH COUNTY QEOHGIA
FILED IN THIS OFFICE

IN THE SUPERIOR ( »URT O F F O R S Y T H C O U N T Y
STATE

J U M 2 2009

)F GEORGIA

CLIRK SUPERIOR COURT

MARCO DONJUAN,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION
FILE NO. 0 9 C V - 1 4 9 2

v.
GABRIELLE ELAINE McDERMOTT,
Defendant.

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO .DISMISS
PLAINTIFF 7 S PETITION TO LEGITIMATE AND FOR CUSTODY AND
CHILD SUPPORT AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES

COMES NOW, GABRIELLE ELAINE McDERMOTT,

Defendant,

appearing

s p e c i a l l y and w i t h o u t s u b m i t t i n g t o t h e j u r i s d i c t i o n of t h i s

Court,,

a n d h a v i n g moved t h i s C o u r t t o d i s m i s s t h e a b o v e - s t y l e d a c t i o n ,
files
I .

h e r Brief in Support t h e r e o f

follows:

STATEMENT OF FACTS
On May 19, 2009,

titled
in

and shows t h i s C o u r t a s

now

the Plaintiff

filed

this

action,

which

" P e t i t i o n t o L e g i t i m a t e and f o r C u s t o d y and C h i l d

which P l a i n t i f f

seeks l e g i t i m a t i o n ,

custody

is

Support",

and c h i l d

support.

The Defendant,

G a b r i e l l e McDermott

("Gabrielle" herein)

was

served

with

of

on

21,

2009.

a

copy

Importantly.,
been

born,

this

the child

Petition
Plaintiff

and P l a i n t i f f

admits

about

May

seeks to l e g i t i m a t e
that

the child

Petition.

Page

or

1 of.

6

has

is unborn

not
in

yet
his

Gabrielle has permanently relocated to the State of Utah to
live with her brother and nephew, where she intends to reside and
attend school, and Plaintiff was well-aware of her plan to do so.
In response to this plan. Plaintiff quickly filed and served the
instant action just prior to Gabrielle's relocation; in hopes that
doing so would preserve personal jurisdiction over Gabrielle here
in Georgia,

However, as set out below, it is impermissible for

Plaintiff to file and maintain a legitimation action prior to the
birth of the child at issue, and the filing of this Petition is
simply a subterfuge to keep this matter here

for Plaintiff7 s

convenience and to continue to exert control over Gabrielle.
II . ARGUMENT AND CITATION OF AUTHORITY
A.

"Plaintiff cannot file a pre-birth legitimation action .

The legitimation statute itself begins with the statement that
"[a]

father

of a child born

out

of

wedlock

may

render

his

relationship with the child legitimate by petitioning the superior
court

of the

county

of the

[emphasis added] [.] O.C.G.A. §
that

NN

residence

of the

19-7-22 (a).

a father of a child to be born

or conceived

child's

mother

It does not state
out

of

wedlock",

and the clear and obvious implication is that such a petition
should be brought when the child is born, not before.

Therefore,

prior to birth, it holds that an individual who believes himself to
be the possible biological father of a child

in utero

standing to legitimate that child until after birth.
Plaintiff's case must be dismissed,

and like

has

no

Accordingly,

all other

unwed

fathers, he must wait until the child has been born before filing
his legitimation, which necessarily includes filing such a case in
the appropriate jurisdiction.
Plaintiff is likely to contend that he seeks paternity in
addition to legitimation, and that the paternity statute allows for
filing prior to birth.

O.C.G.A. § 19-7-43(c).

While it is true

that a paternity action can be filed prior to birth, and that such
an action is stayed pending birth, paternity and legitimation are
not the same thing.
custody,

parenting

Plaintiff

seeks

In a legitimation case, the father can seek
time,

in

and

this

an

award

case.

of child

O.C.G.A.

§

support,

19-7-22 (f. 1) .

Additionally, the parties are entitled to a trial by
legitimation.
hand,

only

O.C.G.A. § 19~7-22(f).
addresses

the

questions

as

jury in

Paternity, on the other
of

genetic/biological

fatherhood, and issues of custody and the right to a jury trial are
disallowed.

While O.C.G.A. § 19-7-51 allows the Court to award

child support (but only against the father) and visitation in a
paternity action, there is no absolutely no right for the father to
seek custody. See Kennedy

v.

Adams,

218 Ga. App. 120 (1995) .

A cursory review of Plaintiff's Petition clearly reveals that
he seeks legitimation, not paternity. In his prayer, Plaintiff asks
"[t]hat said child be declared the legitimate child of Plaintiff,
ft]hat Plaintiff be granted custody of said child both legal and
physical,

[t'Jhat Defendant

be

restrained

and

enjoined

from

unilaterally removing the minor child from the jurisdiction of this

Page 3 of
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Court pending resolution of t h i s matter,
awarded child support."

and [tjhat P l a i n t i f f

be

Nowhere does he request a d e t e r m i n a t i o n of

p a t e r n i t y , nor does he seek v i s i t a t i o n or t o have his c h i l d s u p p o r t
o b l i g a t i o n addressed.

Further,

Plaintiff

filed

a "Supplemental

P e t i t i o n to Legitimate and for Custody and Child Support"
as

an aside,

was not properly

served

on G a b r i e l l e ) ,

(which,

in

which

P l a i n t i f f makes even c l e a r e r the f a c t t h a t he seeks l e g i t i m a t i o n by
referencing O.C.G.A. § 19-7-22.
If P l a i n t i f f argues that the case i s a p a t e r n i t y a c t i o n , he i s
asking for t h i s Court to be fooled by a wolf in s h e e p ' s
a legitimation

case t h i n l y - d i s g u i s e d

as a p a t e r n i t y

clothing;

suit.

The

Court should recognize t h i s a c t i o n for what i t i s : an e n d - a r o u n d
the

procedural

requirements

for

legitimation,

requirement t h a t the child have been born.

namely,

Plaintiff

the

has

also

asked t h i s Court for Gabrielle to "be r e s t r a i n e d and enjoined

from

u n i l a t e r a l l y removing the minor c h i l d from the j u r i s d i c t i o n of t h i s
Court."

Hopefully,

consequences

of

the Court w i l l further

allowing

Plaintiff

recognize t h e

to maintain

this

policy

action:

a

s i n g l e mother-to-be could be prevented from r e l o c a t i n g t o a n o t h e r
s t a t e , despite the fact t h a t she might be moving home t o be w i t h
family or even t o another s t a t e for a job o p p o r t u n i t y .
O.C.G.A.

§ 19-7-25,

has s o l e

custody

to

and

may

e x e r c i s e a l l parental power over the child unless and u n t i l

the

c h i l d i s legitimated,

a single mother

Pursuant

and i t would seem t h a t t h i s would

hold true p r i o r to b i r t h .

/Accordingly,

P a g e ') of
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Plaintiff

certainly

should not

be

a b l e t o use t h i s unlawful case as a v e h i c l e t o e x e r t s u c h
over

control

Gabrielle.
Defendant i s e n t i t l e d t o an award of a t t o r n e y 7 s f e e s ,

B.

Pursuant

to O.C.G.A.

§

e x p e n s e s of l i t i g a t i o n shall

9-15-14(a),

be awarded

"attorney's

fees

and

t o any p a r t y a g a i n s t

whom

a n o t h e r p a r t y has a s s e r t e d a c l a i m . . . with r e s p e c t t o w h i c h

there

e x i s t e d such a complete absence of any j u s t i c i a b l e i s s u e of law o r
fact

that i t

accept
award

the
of

could not be r e a s o n a b l y b e l i e v e d t h a t
asserted

attorney's

asserting

such

claim"
fees

claim...

[emphasis
"shall

or

be

added] .

that

a g a i n s t both in such manner as i s j u s t . "
In
cannot

the

instant

maintain

his

case,

there

claim

for

is

Court t o

hear,

attorney's

Gabrielle

fees

particularly

is

incurred

party's

no q u e s t i o n

such
the

to

party
or

that

Plaintiff

legitimation.

Because

an award of

defending

in l i g h t of t h e f a c t t h a t

an

attorney,

i s s u e of law or f a c t

entitled
in

against

would

Id,

pre-birth

t h e r e i s a b s o l u t e l y no j u s t i c i a b l e

Further,

assessed

against

a court

for

this

reasonable

Plaintiff's

action,

she has had t o do s o

from

Utah.
Ill.

CONCLUSION
Plaintiff

knew t h a t G a b r i e l l e was moving t o Utah, and t h a t

a r e s u l t of t h i s move, any c u s t o d i a l

determinations following

b i r t h of t h e c h i l d would have t o be made i n Utah.
keep

Gabrielle

Plaintiff

here,

or

at

filed a pre-birth

least

maintain

legitimation
Pace 5 of
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case.

the

In an a t t e m p t

control

over

Plaintiff

as

to

her,
has

no

r i g h t t o f i l e such an a c t i o n ,
of

Georgia,

and to s u g g e s t

as no such a c t i o n e x i s t s in t h e
t o t h e Court

that

this is a c t u a l l y

p a t e r n i t y s u i t i s d i s i n g e n u o u s in l i g h t of t h e r e l i e f
For

these

respectfully

and

all

the

foregoing

Defendant
Petition

and t o f u r t h e r

Defendant her reasonable a t t o r n e y ' s f e e s i n c u r r e d in d e f e n d i n g
action.
R e s p e c t f u l l y s u b m i t t e d t h i s ry^

day of June,

2009.

HESTER & HESTER, P.C.

(T J e r ^ o l d
^^Georgia
Justin
Georgia
Counsel
S u i t e 2000, Meridian I I
27 5 S c i e n t i f i c Drive
N o r c r o s s , Georgia 30092
T e l e p h o n e : 77 0-4 4 6-3 64 5
F a c s i m i l e : 770-840-9725
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a

sought.

reasons,

moves t h i s Court t o DISMISS P l a i n t i f f ' s

L e g i t i m a t e and for Custody and Child S u p p o r t ,

State

W. H e s t e r
Bar No. 349850
Y. H e s t e r
Bar No. 349899
for Plaintiff

to

award
this
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oo\p\r
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT' OF FORSYTH COUNTY

FORSYTH COUNTY GEORGIA
FILED INTHIS0FF1CE:

JUL 0 0 2009

STATE OF GEORGIA
CIERKSUPERIGOURT
MARCO DON.TUAN,
Plaintiff,
v.

CIVIL ACTION:
09-CV-1492

GABRIELLE ELAINE McDERMOTT^
Defendant.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF'S
PETITION TO LEGITIMATE AM) FOR CUSTODY AND CHILD SUPPORT AND
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Marco Donjuan and files his response to Defendant's Motion
to Dismiss Petition and Motion for Attorney's Fees. Plaintiff responds as follows:
I

STATEMENT OF FACTS
Plaintiff was involved in a romantic relationship with Defendant for a period of time and

subsequently learned in December 2008 that Defendant was pregnant with his child. Plaintiff
went to doctor visits with Defendant and provided monetary support. Late in the pregnancy,
Defendant and Defendant's family notified the Plaintiff that his help was not needed with his
unborn child and failed to provide hum with any information about doctor appointments or the
status of the pregnancy. Defendant briefly mentioned to Plaintiff that she may be going to Utah
to deliver the baby and was considering giving fee baby up for adoption.
Plaintiff notified Defendant and Defendant's family that he did not want Defendant to
give the baby up foi adoption, that he would prefer to have custody of Hie child. Plaintiff and
Defendant did not reach an agreement concerning custody and adoption of the unborn child. At

all times in which the Plaintiff knew Defendant, she was a resident of the state o[ Georgia.
Plaintiff filed the instant action on May 19,2009. Defendant was personally served a
copy of Plaintiffs Petition in the Mate of Georgia on or about May 21,2009, Previous counse]
for Plaintiff filed a Supplemental Petition to Legitimate and for Custody and Child Support on
June 2,2009 to add that his action is brought pursuant to O.C.GA. §19-7-22. Previous counsel
for Plaintiff then filed another Supplemental Petition to Legitimate and for Custody and Child
Support on June 11,2009 adding that his action is additionally brought pursuant to O.C.GA.
§19-7-43 and clarifying that he wishes for paternity to be established for the unborn minor child
as soon as medically safe and in the event the child is determined to be his, he wishes to move
forward with legitimation of the child. Defendant filed her Motion to Dismiss and Response to
Plaintiffs Petition on June 223 2009. The Court granted Defendant's Motion for Expedited
Hearing on Motion to Dismiss and for Truncated Response Time by setting a hearing on the
matter for July 9,2009. Present counsel for Plaintiff was substituted for previous counsel for
Plaintiff on July 6,2009. Present counsel filed an Amended Petition to Legitimate and for
Custody and Child Support on July 9, 2009.
II.

ARGUMENT AND CITATION OF AUTHORITY
A,

Plaintiffs petition is permissible and should not be dismissed.

Plaintiffs original Petition to Legitimate and for Custody and Child Support states in the
opening paragraph that it is being filed pursuant to O.C.G.A. §19-7-43. O.C.GA. §19-7-43 is
the statute to establish paternity of a child. The paternity statute allows for filing prior to birth.
O.C.G.A. §19-7-43(c). In fact, in paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs origina] petition, he cites O.C.GA.
§19-7-43(o) and asks the present action to be stayed until afiej'the birth of the cliild. Subsequent
filings by Plaintiff to Supplement his Petition to Legitimate and for Visitation and Custody

clarify thai Ms petition contains two counts: a count to establish paternity pursuant to O.C.G.A.
§19-7-43 and a countforlegitimation pursuant to O.C.G.A. §19-7-22.
Defendant was placed on notice prior to the filing of her response to the original petition
that the present action was being hied pursuant to O.CG.A, §§19-7-43 and 19-7-22. Although
Defendant cites in her Motion to Dismiss various reasons why Plaintiff'should be prohibited
from solely filing an action for legitimation pursuant to O.C.G.A. §19-7-22, she overlooks the
fact that the present action is beingfiledpursuant to O.C.G.A. § 19-7-22 AND 19-7-43. Clearly
O.C.G.A. § 19-7-43(c) allows the Plaintiff to file a paternity action against Defendant prior to the
birth of the child. O.CG.A, § 19-7-42 provides that the venue for a paternity action is the county
in which the father resides. Plaintiff is a resident of Forsyth County, Georgia. O.C.G.A. §19-722 allows a legitimation action to befiledin the county of the residence of the child's mother or
if the child's mother resides outside the state then the legitimation action can be filed in the
county of the father's residence. At the time of filing the present action. Defendant was still a
resident of Forsyth County, Georgia and she was personally served in Forsyth County, Georgia.
Although the exact date in which Defendant claims she changed her permanent residency to
Utah is unknown, even if the Court determines she is a resident of Utah, then O.C.G.A. §§19-722 and 19-7-42 allow for the filing of the present action in the county of the father's residence.
Plaintiff hasfiledhis petition under both O.C.G.A. §§19-7-43 and 19-7-22. He is seeking
a two step process: first, to establish the paternity of the child and second, to legitimate the child
if il is determined that Plaintiff is the biological father of the child. Plaintiffs filing of Ms
petition promotes judicial economy by bringing one action concerning the child and staying it
until after the birth of the child instead of bringing two separate actions concerning the child
both prior and after birth of the child. Defendant has failed to showtMs Courl how any harm

would result to hei m the present action instead of having two actions filed againsi her in Forsyth
County, Georgia
Most importantly, Plaintiff has filed the present action in an attempt to do all he can to
establish his rights to the unborn child and prevent an adoption from taking place in another state
without his knowledge or consent. Plaintiff is fearful that Defendant has relocated in Utah in the
final month of her pregnancy with the intention of giving up the baby for adoption at the time of
birth. Plaintiff is unable to legitimate an unborn child, therefore he is attempting to do all he can
to legitimate it at the earliest possible time after birth,
In the event this Court determines that Plaintiff cannot file a paternity and legitimation
action at the same time, Plaintiff asks this Court to determine he may file a separate legitimation
action against Defendant in Forsyth County, Georgia pursuant to the language of O.C.G.A. §197-22.
In the case of In re The Matter of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. 292 (1987), the Supreme
Court of Georgia recognized that "unwed fathers gain from then biological connection with a
child an opportunity interest to develop a relationship with their children which is
constitutionally protected. This opportunity interest begins at conception and endures probably
throughout the minority of the child." Plaintiff has sought to become involved with this child
andfinanciallysupport itfromthe moment he learned of the pregnancy. Defendant is now
attempting to cut out Plaintiff from the child's life by relocating to another state in the final
month of pregnancy and giving up the child for adoption. Defendant should not be allowed to do
so,
B, Defendant's request for attorney's fees should be denied,
Defendant's request foi attorney's fees should be denied Plaintiff did not "assert

a claim , . wjtb respect to which there existed such a complete absence of any justiciable issue
of law or fact that it could not be reasonable believed feat a couri would accept the asserted
claim." Plaintiff has argued to this court based on the factual circumstances of the present case
and the statutory wording of O.C.G.A. §17-9-22 and 17-9-42 that he should be allowed to assert
a paternity and legitimation action against Defendant m Forsyth County, Georgia prior to the
birth of the child. In the case of Bowers v Pearson, 271 Ga. App 266 (2005), the biological
father David Bowersfileda petition to legitimate a child shortly before the child's birth pursuant
to O.C.G.A. §19-7-22. Additionally, in the case of Sinkwich v. Conner, 288 Ga. App. 320
(2007), Scott Sinkwich had petitioned the superior court to determine, as soon as medically
feasible after the child's birth, whether he was the biological father of Conner's then unborn
child; and if paternity testing showed him to be the biological father, to declare the child his
legitimate child and establish visitation and child support obligations. Although the Court of
Appeals of Georgia did not specifically address in the case whether the fihng of the petition was
proper, it is the same thing the Plaintiff in the present case is attempting to do. Accordingly,
Plaintiff had a reasonable belief at the time of filing his petition that he was asserting a claim
which would be accepted by this Court. Accordingly, Defendant's request for attorney's fees
should be denied.
in.

CONCLVSION
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs petition should be Denied and Defendant's

Request for Attorney's Fees should be Denied. In the alternative, if this Court determines that
Plaintiff cannot assert a claim foi legitimation in the present action, then this Court should rule
that Plaintiff is entitled tofilea claim lb? legitimation against Defendant in Forsyth County,
Georgia immediately after the birth of the child.

RespectMy submitted this 9f day of July, 2009.
BANICS & STUBBS, LLP

DAISY DRURY WEEKS
Attorney at Law
Georgia Bar No. 745655
309 Pirkle Ferry Road
Building F
Cumming, Georgia 30040
(770)887-1209

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FORSYTH COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA
MARCO DON.TUAN,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION:

v.

OJJ-CV-1492

GABRIELLE ELAINE McDERMOTT,
Defendant.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that I have this day served upon the Defendant a true and correct
copy of Plaintiff s Response to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's Petition to Legitimate
and for Custody and Child Support and Motion for Attorney's Fees by hand delivering a cop)' of
the same to:
Justin Hester
Suite 2000, Meridian II
275 Scientific Drive
Norcross, Georgia 30092

This 9"' day of July, 2009.
BANKS & STUBBS LLP

Attorney at Law
Georgia Bar No. 745655
309 Piiicle Ferry Road
Building F
Ciurraiing, GA 30040
(770)887-1209
(770) 889-5898 (Facsimile)
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FORSYTH COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

™TH/S0FF)CE
j

MARCO DONJUAN,

UL 2 0 2009

)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

v.
GABR1ELLE ELAINE McDERMOTT,

CIVIL ACTION
FILE NO. 09CV-1492

)

Defendant.

)

ORDER ON DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS

Defendant
Expedited
exists

having f i l e d

Hearing;

and

the

t o e x p e d i t e argument

h e r Motion t o
Court

having

and h e a r i n g

Dismiss and M o t i o n
found

that

good

on D e f e n d a n t ' s

an e x p e d i t e d

parties

having

and

Court

the

parties7
following

hearing

on

July

9,

a p p e a r e d and p r e s e n t e d
having

respective

considered
briefs;

such

now,

2009;

and

counsel

argument

before

argument

together

therefore;

F i n d i n g s of F a c t and C o n c l u s i o n s

the

Court

caus.e

Motion

D i s m i s s ; and t h e Court h a v i n g e n t e r e d i t s O r d e r s e t t i n g t h i s
for

for

matter

for

the

to

both
Court;

with

the

makes

the

of Law:

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.
The P l a i n t i f f

filed his Petition

and C h i l d S u p p o r t on May 1 9 , 2 0 0 9 ,
therewith

on May 21,

2009.

t o L e g i t i m a t e and f o r

and P l a i n t i f f

served

Custody

Defendant

5.
The Court therefore concludes that Plaintiff's legitimation
claim is premature and not authorized by Georgia law, therefore
Plaintiff's legitimation claim fails to state a claim upon which
relief may be granted,
6.
However, the Court finds that Plaintiff's action also seeks
paternity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 19-7-43, which authorizes

the

filing of a pre-birth paternity action.
ORDER
Having made its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is
hereby ORDERED AND ADJUDGED as follows:
With respect to Plaintiff's legitimation claim under O.C.G.A.
§ 19-7-22, Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is hereby GRANTED and such
claim is hereby DISMISSED for failure to state a claim upon which
relief

can

be granted,

and

all

relief

requested

thereunder,

including Plaintiff' s requests to legitimate the minor child, for
custody, visitation, and an award of child support, and to restrain
and enjoin Defendant from leaving the jurisdiction of the Court, is
hereby DENIED.
With respect to Plaintiff's paternity claim under O.C.G.A. §
19-7-43, Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is hereby DENIED, and as
required by O.C.G.A. § ]9-7-43 (c), said action is hereby stayed
until the birth of the child, except for service, discovery and the
taking of depositions.
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DALE M. DORIUS - #0903
.JENNIFER D. REYES - #9004
DORIUS & REYES
Attorneys for Petitioner
P. 0. Box 895
29 South Main
Brigham City, UT 84302
(435) 723-5219 Phone
(435) 723-5210 Fax
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
MARCO A. DONJUAK

)

Petitioner.

)

vs.

PETITION TO ESTABLISH
PATERNITY

)

GABPJELLE MdDERMOTT,
Respondent.

)

Civil No. O^m O O 2 5 ^

)

Judge B^-frfM-P^Uf

COMES NOW Petitioner, by and through his attorney Dale M, Dorms, and hereby petitions
the Court and for cause of action alleges as follows:
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
1.

Petitioner and Respondent had a relationship and from said relationship a child -was
conceived oul of wedlock.

9

Respondent is expected to give birth to a child on or about July 31,2009. Petitioner
and Respondent are both residents of Georgia, however the current location of
Respondent is unknown. It has recently come to Petitioner's attention Respondent
may give birth in Utah and does not desire to keep the child.

3.

At the time of conception, the parties were unmarried. Petitioner believes that he is
the child's biological father.

4.

Petitioner has paid several expenses incurred in connection with the Respondent's
pregnancy and has sent money orders to Respondent for financial support.
CUSTODY AND PARENT TIME

5.

Petitioners afitand proper person and it is in the best interests of the minor child
that Petitioner be awarded sole care, custody and contro] of the minor child.

6.

Respondent should be awarded reasonable parent-time with the minor child to
include the Minimum Schedule for Visitation contained in Utah Code §'3'0-3-3:5, and"
such additional visitation as mutually agreed to by the parties, and those rights of the
non-custodial parent listed as Advisor)7 Guidelines in Utah Code §30-3-33.

7.

Petitioner requests the Court issue an Decree and Order Establishing P aternity in this
matter.
CHILD SUPPORT

8.

The Courl should calculate child support per the uniform guideline requirements.
CHILD CAR E

9.

Each party should pay one-half (14) of the work-related or educational-related child
care incurred on behalf of the minor child.
HEALTH INSURANCE AND PAYMENTS OE MEDICAL EXPENSES

10.

The parties should be ordered to maintain health and accident insurance on the minor
child, so long as il is available through then- places of employment at a reasonable

cost Bad) 0/ the parties should be 01 dered to pay oix-hali 0/ any uninsured medical
costs incurred 011 said child
LIFE INSURANCE
]1

The parties should be ordered to maintain hie insurance with said child as benefi ciary
theieundei so long as it is available tluougb then places of employment at a
reasonable cost Each part)' should be allowed to add any future childien, born 01
adopted as beneficiaries thereundei
TAX DEDUCTION AND TAX CREDIT FOR THE MINOR CHILD

12

Petitioner should be entitled to claim the parties' minor child as his dependant for
federal and state income tax purposes each and every year
BENEFITS

13

The mmoi child should be awarded all the rights and benefits of the Petitionei and
Respondent, including Social Security and other rights belonging to the mmoi child
RESTRAINING ORDERS

14

Petitionei and Respondent should be restiamed fi om disparaging 01 siandermg each
othei m any mannei, and should be restrained fiom allowing thud parties to make
dispai agmg 01 slandei ous remarks about each othei The parlies should be restrained
from placing the mm 01 child m the middle of the parlies1 dispute(s) with one anothei
including, but not limited to using the mmoi child as a messengei 01 dn ectmg others
to do Ihe same

ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
15.

Respondent should be ordered to pay attorney lees and costs incurred m this matter.
MISCELLANEOUS

16,

Both parties should be ordered to execute and deliver to the other party any
documents necessary to effectuate the terms of the Decree and Order Establishing
Paternity in this matter.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner demands judgment as follows:
1.

For a Judgment and Decree and Order Establishing Paternity, the sam e to become final
upon the signing and filing thereof.

2.

7or relief granted in accordance with Petitioner's petition.

3.

For any other relief the court determines to be fail1 and equitable.

DATED this

if

day of July. 2009.

DA&TDORIUS
Attorney for Petitioner
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DALE M DORIUS - #0903
.JENNIFER D REYES - #9004
B-ORIUS & REYES
Attorneys foi Petitionei
P 0 Box 895
29 South Mam
Bngham City UT 84302
(435) 723-5219 Phone
(435) 723-5210 Fax
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
MARCO A DONJUAN

)

Petitionei,

)

vs

AMENDED PETITION TO
ESTABLISH PATERNITY

)

GABRIELLE McDERMOTT
Respondent

)

Civil No 09^ 100254

)

Judge Ben H Hadfield

COMES NOW Petitionei MARCO A DONJUAN being first duly sworn and heieby
petitions the Court and foi cause of action alleges as follows
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
1

Petitionei is ovei the age of 18 is competent to testify and the information contained

heiem is based on Petitioners peisonal knowledge oi upon mfoimation and belief
2

Petitionei and Respondent had a lelationship and fiom said lelationship a child was

conceived out of wedlock Respondent is expected to give bnth to a child on oi about July 31 2009
Petitionei and Respond entaie both lesidents ofGeoigia howevei thecurient location of Respondent
is unknown ll has lecentl) come to Petitionees attention Respondent may give birth m Utah and
does not desue to keep the child

3.

At the time of conception, the parties were unmarried Petitions believes that he is

the child's biological father.
4.

Petitioner has offered to pay and did pay a fair and reasonable amount of expenses

incurred with Respondent's pregnane)' and is willing and ready to pay for expensess incurred in
connection with the child's birth,

CUSTODY AND PARENT TIME
5.

Petitioner is a fit and proper person and Petitioner is full}' able and willing to have

full custody of the child.
6.

Respondent should be awarded reasonable.parent-time with the minor child to include

the Minimum Schedule for Visitation contained in Utah Code §30-3-35, and such additional
visitation as mutualh' agreed to by the parties, and those rights of the non-custodial parent listed as
Advisory Guidelines in Utah Code §30-3-33.
7.

Petitioner requests the Court issue an Decree and Order Establishing Paternity in this

matter.
PLAN FOR CARE OF CHILD
8.

Petitioner hereby sets forth his plans for care of the child
a.

Petitioner is currently employed and is capable of financially providing for

both himself and the minor child.
b.

Petitioner's work schedule is extremely flexible to the extent that the needs

of the child would always come first.
c.

Petitioner has a close-knit family and family support. Petitioner's mother, the

child's paternal grandmothei would provide child care for the child when needed, however child care
would be at a minimum due to Petitioner's ability to work from home.
d.

Petitioner has a stable and suitable home for the child, and the child will have

its own room.
PARENTING PLAN
9,

Parenting time, whether by agreement of the parties or by applying the minimum

guidelines, should be in compliance with the following provisions:
a.

The minor child should reside in Petitioner's home and should have visitation

with Respondent pursuant to Utah Code-§30-3-35
b.

Petitioner and Respondent should mutually discuss the minor child's

education, health care, and religious upbringing, however Petitioner as custodial parent should have
the primary decision-making authority'.
c.

Either parent ma}' make emergency decisions affecting the health or safety of

d.

The parties should make a good faith effort to resolve future conflicts or

the child.

disputes through the dispute resolution process.
e.

If either party decides to move 150 miles or more from the custodial parent's

home at the time of the Decree and Order Establishing Paternity, the moving party should provide
the other party with 30 days written notice. Either party, upon motion, may seek review of the
parenting time arrangements, to include extended parenting time and costs;
f.

Special consideration should be given to each parent to make the child

available to attend family functions, including funerals, weddings, family reunions, religious

holidays, important ceremonies, and other significant events in the life of the child or in the life of
either parent which may inadvertently conflict with the parenting time schedule;
g.

The non-custodial parent should pick up the child at the time specified and

return the child at the time specified, and the child's regular school hours should not be interrupted;
h.

The custodial parent should have the child ready for parenting time at the time

the child is to be picked up and shall be present at the custodial home or should make reasonable
alternate arrangements to receive the child at the time the child is returned;
i.

Reasonable alterations in the parenting time schedule should be made to

accommodate the work schedule of both parents;
j.

The non-custodial parent should have access directly to all school reports, and

medica] records, and shall"be notified immediately by the custodial" parent nrthe event of a^medical
emergency: and
k.

Each parent should provide the other with his or her current address and

telephone number within 24 hours of any change.
CHILD SUPPORT
10.

Petitionei agrees to a court order of child support and the payment of expenses

incurred in connection with the mother's pregnane)' and the child's birth.
CHILD CAR E
11.

Each parly should pay one-half {[A) of the work-related or educational-related child

care incurred on behalf of the minor child.

HEALTH INSURANCE AND PAYMENTS OF MEDICAL EXPENSES
12.

The parties shoul cl be ordered to maintain health and accident insurance on the minor

child, so long as it is available through their places of employment at a reasonable cost. Each of the
parties should be ordered to pay one-half of any uninsured medical costs incurred on said child.
LIFE INSURANCE
13.

The parties should be ordered to maintain life insurance with said child as beneficiary

thereunder, so long as it is available through their places of employment at a reasonable cost. Each
part)7 should be allowed to add any future children, born or adopted, as beneficiaries thereunder.
TAX DEDUCTION AND TAX CREDIT FOR THE MINOR CHILD
14.

Petitioner should be entitled to claim the parties' minor child as his dependant for

federal and 'State income tax purposes-each-and^evesy year.
BENEFITS
15.

The minor child should be awarded all the rights and benefits of the Petitioner and

Respondent, including Social Security and other rights belonging to the minor child.
RESTRAINING ORDERS
16.

Petitioner and Respondent should be restrained from disparaging or slandering each

other in an)' mannei". and should be restrained from allowing tliird parties to make disparaging or
slanderous remarks about each other. The parties should be restrained from placing the minor child
in the middle of the parties' dispute(s) with one another including, bu1 not limited to, using the minor
child as a messenger, or directing others to do the same.

ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
.17,

Respondent should be ordered to pay attorney fees and costs ineiuxed m this matter,
M1SCEIXAKSOUS

18,

Both parties should be ordered to execute and deliver to the other party any

docnimejDts necessary to effectuate the terms ofthe Decree and Order Establishing Paternity in this
•matter.
!ft7HE3lEFOIv£, Petitioner demands judgment as follows:
ill.

,'Pora Judgment andDecree and Order ^Establishing Paternity.;the same to become final
.upon .the signing .andfilingthereof.

JL

Tor rehef granted in a^cordanee-"with Petitione^$<p.etitiojL.

6.

Por.any other-relief -the court determines to be fair and equitable,

STATS OP //tSS/SS/fci

)
:ss

COUNTY OP Mae&soS)
^L^CO.A.DGN^
IteTemibner in-foe abovd-sntitled aaion; "that he has read the foregoing Amended Petition to
EstablilhPatenii^
contents thereof, and the same is true ofhis omibiowledge,
•anfbnnition and belief
DATED this /0™.foy

of August, 2009.

MARCO ATBom^f
Petitioner

^ ^

SUBSCRIBED AMD SWORN to before me this / ^ d a y of August, 2009.

Notary Public
Axnond^ Petition to Escabiiali Paternity - Hgt 6

£r^t^^?!

EHTSR^n- ?« w .
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FRX NO,

:7702054251

Que), 27 2009 06:32PM

PB

Dear Marco,
I gave birth to a baby girl on July, 31 at 10:51 am. She weighed 7 pounds and 13
ounces and was 19 inches long. Her adoptive parents gave her the name Kapri.
I'm sorry 1o have hurt you and your family, but I did what was right for the baby. -If
I did not feel that putting the baby up for adoption was in the best interest for her, "then I
would not have done It I know that her adoptive parents will love her and care for her
even more than you or I could, With them, she will have a family. I did not put her up for
adoption because I don't love her; I love her with all my heart, Over the summer I really
got to know the adoptive parents and I have decided to keep it an open adoption, so I
am able to still see the baby and her new family. I also spent time with her in the
-hospital, I was able to take care of her and hold her as long as I wanted. I was also able
to change my mind at any time, but I didn't feel that it was right. As special as it was to
have her there with me, I knew I was making the right decision. I know you may not
.understand where I'm coming from, but I hope that one day you will. I was nottrying to
be hurtful to you or your family at all; I did what was right for the baby. I know that in my
heart I was not ready to be a mother, and that is not *fair to the baby. She needs a family
that will always be therefor her, not going*from house to house every week or only
-knowing her mother or father. I hope you will understand that I did not make this choice
1o 'hurt you, As hard as it may be for you, it is just as hard lor me, I am sorry for any pain
I may have caused to you or to your family.

Gabby

p,s. I knowthat you wanted to see the baby, but you did not give me that option. I'm
sorry for that. The adoptive parents are willing to let you meet her but you would have to
drop all lawsuits and contact my lawyer in Salt Lake,
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Bringhurst Process Service LLC
41 East 7200 South, Suite 22 J
Midvale, Utah 84047
(801)561-4278

FIRST DISTRICT COURT - BOX ELDER COUNTY
MARCO A DONJUAN ,
Plaintiff(s)

vs.
GABRIELLE MCDERMOTT,
Defendant(s)

)
])

PROOF OF SERVICE
Case No. 094100254

Process; SUMMONS, AMENDED PETITION TO ESTABLISH PATERNITY
THE UNDERSIGNED PERSON HEREBY CERTIFIES:
1) I served the attached process in the manner indicated below.
2) 1 was at the time of service a duly qualified and acting peace officer or person over the age of 18 years.
3) I am not a party to this action.

I served: Gabrielle Mcdermott
Date Served: 8/29/2009 1436
Address: 548 E Fox Farm PI, Draper
I served this process at the dwelling house or usual place of abode of Gabrielle Mcdermott by
delivering a copy to Jeremy Roberts, the brother of Gabrielle Mcdermott, who is a person of suitable
age and discretion there residing.
I certify under criminal penalty of the State of Utah that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on 8/29/2009

Arthur JyHantla
Licensed P. 1.
#4-372

SERVICE FEE:
MILEAGE FEE:
Additional Trips

$15.00
$28.50
$57.00

TOTAL:

$100.50

Hnlp M Dorius
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER, STATE OF UTAH
MEMORANDUM DECISION

MARCO A. DONJUAN,
Petitioner,

Case No. 094100254

v.
GABRIELLE McDERMOTT,

Judge: Ben H. Hadfield
Respondent.
THE ABOVE MATTER is before the Court pursuant to Petitioner Marco Donjuan's
("Petitioner") Motion to Change Venue and Motion to Stay Decision on Respondent 's Motion to
Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or for Summary Judgment ("Motion to Stay Decision "). In
preparation of its decision, the Court has reviewed Petitioner's Motions and Memorandum in
Support, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, each document submitted before the Court, and
the applicable case law and statutory provisions. Having considered the foregoing, the Court
issues this decision.

BACKGROUND
On July28,2009, Petitioner initially filed his paternity proceeding in the First District
Court, Box Elder County. Petitioner asserts that he only filed in Box Elder County because he
did not know where Respondent was residing in Utah, but has since learned that Respondent and
the child at issue reside in Salt Lake County. Further, the child at issue in this paternity
proceeding is also the subject of a pending adoption proceeding filed in the Third District Court,
Salt Lake County. Therefore, Petitioner has moved the Court for an order changing venue to the
Third District Court in Salt Lake County, arguing that the venue is more appropriate and
convenient, and has moved the Court to stay its decision on Respondent's pending motion.
DISCUSSION
In Utah, a motion for change of venue may not be made by a plaintiff. U.C.A. §
78B-3-308. Plaintiff controls the initial choice of venue by choosing where to file the action,

1

however, thereafter, only the defendant may move for a change of venue. Id. Utah Code Aim. §
78B-3-308 states:
If the county in which the action is commenced is not the proper county for the
trial, the action may nevertheless be tried in the county in which it is filed, unless
the defendant, at the time the answer is filed or an appearance is made, files a
written motion requesting the trial be moved to the proper county.
Id. (emphasis added). Thus, the statute makes it clear that venue will lie in the forum selected by
the plaintiff, even if it is not the most appropriate location, unless the defendant makes a written
motion for change of venue.
In this case, Respondent, as defendant, has not made a motion for change of venue and
has acquiesced to Petitioner's choice of venue by failing to raise any objection to the venue in her
motion to dismiss. See Utah R. Civ. P. 12(h). Having voluntarily filed his Petition in this Court,
Petitioner is now not permitted by statute to challenge the venue. Therefore, the Court concludes
that the First District Court in Box Elder County is the proper venue for this action.
Having determined that venue is proper, the Court finds Petitioner's Motion to Stay
Decision is now moot, and that no further delay is required. As noted in the Court's previous
Memorandum Decision of October 16,2009, Respondent may now renew her request to submit
for decision on lo& Motion to Dtsmi&

or for' Summajy Judgntent.
CONCLUSION

Therefore, Petitioner's Motion to Change Venue and Motion to Stay Decision are both
hereby denied. Counsel for the Respondent is directed to prepare an order consistent with this
decision.
Dated this

\1

day of November, 2009.

2

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 094100254 by the method and on the date
specified.
MAIL: LANCE D RICH 500 EAGLE GATE TOWER 60 E S TEMPLE SALT LAKE
CITY, UT 84111
BY HAND:
Date:

DALE M DORIDS

T/J25
Deputy Court C l e r k
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Bonus & Re.yes
Attorneys git l a w

DEC 0 4 ZOOS
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER, STATE OF UTAH
1U.ULIU-

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

MARCO A. DONJUAN,
Petitioner,

Case No. 094100254

v.
GABRIELLE McDERMOTT,

Judge: Ben H. Hadfield
Respondent.
THE ABOVE MATTER is before the Court pursuant to Respondent Gabrielle
McDermott's ("Respondent") Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or for Summary
Judgment. In preparation of its decision, the Court has reviewed Respondent's Motion and
Memorandum in Support, Petitioner's Objection, each document submitted before the Court, and
the applicable case law and statutory provisions. Having considered the foregoing, the Court
issues this Memorandum Decision.

BACKGROUND
On July 31, 2009, in Salt Lake City, Utah, Respondent gave birth to a female child
conceived during her non-marital relationship with Petitioner in the State of Georgia. On July 6,
2009, Respondent, through a letter sent by her counsel, informed Petitioner that she had relocated
to Utah and that she intended to deliver the baby and place the child for adoption in Utah.
Petitioner filed his initial Petition to Establish Paternity with this Court on July 28, 2009, and an
amended verified petition on August 10,2009. Respondent executed her consent to the child's
adoption on August 3, 2009. Respondent now moves the Court to dismiss Petitioner's action or,
in the alternative, for summary judgment.
DISCUSSION
A Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss admits the facts alleged in the complaint but
challenges the plaintiffs right to relief based on those facts. Hess v. Johnston, 163 P.3d 747, 750
(Utah Ct. App. 2007). A motion to dismiss is appropriate only where it is clear that the plaintiff

1

would not be entitled to relief under the facts alleged or under any set of facts they could prove to
support their claim. Baker v. Angus, 910 P.2d 427,430 (Utah Ct. App. 1996).
In Utah, unless an unwed father strictly complies with the requirements of the Utah
Adoption Act, he waives any right in relation to the child, including the right to pursue
proceeding to establish paternity. See O'Dea v. Olea, 2009 UT 46, (Utah 2009) (affirming the
district court's dismissal of Petitioner's paternity proceeding for lack of standing because he did
not strictly comply with the statutory requirements). Utah Code Ann. Subsection 78B-6-122(2)
provides as follows:
An unmarried biological father who does not fully and strictly comply with the
requirements of Section 78B-6-121 and this section is considered to have waived
and surrendered any right in relation to the child, including the right to:
(a) notice of any judicial proceeding in connection with the adoption of the
child; and
(b) consent, or refuse to consent, to the adoption of the child.
(Emphasis added). An unwed father of a newborn child is required to strictly comply with all of
the following steps, prior to the execution of the mother's consent to adoption, in order to
preserve a legal interest in the child:
(a) initiate[] proceedings in a district court of Utah to establish paternity under
Title 78B, Chapter 15, Utah Uniform Parentage Act;
(b) file[] with the court that is presiding over the paternity proceeding ajrworn
affidavit'
(i) slating that he is fully able and Mailing to have full custody of the child;
(ii) setting forth his plans for care of the child; and
(Hi) agreeing to a court order of child support and the payment of expenses
incurred in connection with the mother's pregnancy and the child's birth;
(c) consistent with Subsection (4), files notice of the commencement of paternity
proceedings, described in Subsection (3)(a), with the state registrar of vital
statistics within the Department of Health, in a confidential registry established by
the department for that purpose; and
(d) offered to pay and paid a fair and reasonable amount of the expenses incurred
in connection with the mother's pregnancy and the child's birth, in accordance
with his financial ability, unless [otherwise excused by the statute].
Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-121(3) (emphasis added).
2

In this case, it is undisputed that Petitioner failed to file a sworn affidavit, as required by
Utah Code Ann. Subsection 78B-6-121(3)(b), before Respondent executed her consent to the
adoption. Therefore, the Court finds that Petitioner did not strictly comply with the requirements
of Section 78B-6-121. The Court also finds that Petitioner's subsequent filing of an amended
verified petition is insufficient to cure his failure to strictly comply with the statute. Accordingly,
the Court concludes, as a matter of law, that Petitioner has waived and surrendered any right in
relation to the child, including standing to pursue this proceeding to establish paternity.
CONCLUSION
Therefore, Respondent's Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or for Summary
Judgment is granted, and Petitioner's Petition to Establish Paternity is hereby dismissed.

3

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I c e r t i f y t h a t a c o p y of t h e a t t a c h e d d o c u m e n t was s e n t t o t h e
f o l l o w i n g p e o p l e f o r c a s e 094100254 by t h e method and on t h e d a t e
specified.
MAIL:
LARRY S JENKINS 60 E S TEMPLE STE 500 SALT LAKE CITY, UT
84111
MAIL:
LANCE D RICH 500 EAGLE GATE TOWER 60 E S TEMPLE SALT LAKE
CITY UT 8 4 1 1 1

BY HAND: DALE M DORIUS

Date:

IZlSloq

QU.0
Deputy Court Clerk
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COVER SHEET TOR CIVIL FILING ACTIONS
Page 1 oil
3

arty Identification (Attach additional .sheets as necessary)
ATTY FOR PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER
PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER
Name
Name
Address
Address
Phone Number

Phone Number

PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER
Name
Address

ATTY FOR PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER
Name
Address

Phone Number

Phone Number

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT
Name
Address

ATTY FOR DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT
Name
Address

Phone'Number

Phone "Number

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT
Name
Address

ATTY FOR DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT
•Name
•Address

Phone'Number

Phone'Number

TOTAL '.CLAIM -'FORDAMAGES
(AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY)

JURY DEMAND
D Yes

•

No

SCHEDULE .OF-FEES: ;§78a-2-301. CHECK ANYTHAT APPLY.
(See .casetypes on reverselorfiiing'fees for complaints otherlhan claims-for damages.)
COMPLAINT FOR .DAMAGES
$75 D Civil or Interpleader: '.$2000 .or less
:$185 • Civil or Interpleader: 32001 -$9999
.$360 . • Civil or Interpleader: $10,000 & over
$360 Q Civil Unspecified
SMALL -.CLAIMS
$60
$100
$185
$50
$70
$120

•
•
Q
•
.•
.•

Small Claims: '.$2000 or less
Small Claims: :$2001-$7499
Small Claims: $7500-310,000
Counterclaim: $2000 or less
Counterclaim: $2001-$7499
Counterclaim:. $7,500-'$ 10,000

.$250
'.$8

a

•

•'MISCELLANEOUS
Jury Demand
Vital Statistics §26-2-25 .per form

COVER SHEET FOR CIVIL FILING ACTIONS Page 2 of 2
Please Check Only One Category
Fee

Case Type
APPEALS
Administrative Agency Review
Civil (78A-2-301(1)(h))
Small Claims Trial de Nova

$360
$225
$225

GENERAL CIVIL
$360
Sch
$0
$360
Sch
Sch
Sch
.$135

O
•
•
O
Q
•
Q
Q

Attorney Discipline
Civil Rights
Civil Stalking
Condemnation/Eminent Domain
Contract
Debt Collection
Eviction/Forcible .Entry and Detainer
Expungement (Fee is $0 under
circumstances of §77-18-10(2))

$360
.$360
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
$860
$360
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
$360
Sch

•
•

Extraordinary Relief/Wnts
Forfeiture of Property
Interpleader
Lien/Mortgage Foreclosure
Malpractice
Miscellaneous Civil
Personal Injury
-Post Conviction-Relief Capital
Post Conviction Rehef Non-capital
Property Damage
Property/QuietTitle
Sexual Harassment
Tax
Water Rights
Wrongful Death
Wrongful Lien
Wrongful Termination

$0
$310
$310
$310

$35

•
Q
D
Q
Q
•
•

Q

a
a
a

•

a
a
a

•

a
a

•

•

DOMESTICCohabitant Abuse
Common Law Marriage
CustodyA/isitation/Support
Divorce/Annulment
• Check if child support custody or
parent-time will be part of decree
• Check ifTemporarj Separation filed

Fee
$360
$360
$100
$310
$35
$35

Case Type
Q Grandparent Visitation
• Paternity/Parentage
• Domestic Modification
D Separate Maintenance
Q Temporary Separation
• Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction
& Enforcement Act (UCCJEA)

$35

D

Uniform Interstate Family Support
Act (UIFSA)

.$35
$50

J UDGMENTS
Q Abstract of Foreign Judgment
Q Abstract of Judgment or Order of
Utah Court/Agency

$35

Q Abstract of Judgment/Order of Utah
State Tax Commission

$35

Q Judgment by Confession

$360
$360
$360
.$360
$35
$360
$360
$0
$360
$360
$360
$360
$380
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a

•
a
•
a
•
a
a

Adoption/Foreign Adoption
Conservatorship
Estate Personal Rep-Formal
Estate PersonalTRep-lnformal
Foreign Probate/Child Custody
Gestational Agreement
Guardianship
Inventory Commitment
Minor's Settlement
Name Change
Supervised Administration
Trusts
Unspecified Probate
SPECIAL MATTERS

$35
$0
$0
$35

a

Arbitration Award
Determination Competency-Criminal
Hospital Lien
Judicial Approval of Document
Not Part of Pending Case

$35

•

Notice of Deposition in Out-of-State
Case/Foreign Subpoena

$35

•

Open Sealed Record

•
a
•

Foreign Domestic Decree

